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ABSTRACT 
SCOTT, E.O.G., 1982 (31 viii): Observations on some Tasmanian fishes: Part XXVIII. 
Pap. ?roc. R. Soc. Tasm., 116: 181-217. ISSN 0080-4703. Queen Victoria Museum and 
Art Gallery, Launceston Tasmania. 
OPHICHTHYIDAE. Ophisurus serpens Linne, 1758: large scale stranding on Flinders Island; 
specimens described, compared with earlier material. NOMEIDAE. Cubiceps caeruleus Regan, 
1914: first Tasmanian record; general account; ventral rays. REGALECIDAE. Regalecus 
paciJicus Haast, 1878: general account, with photographs, of two recent local strandings; 
color pattern. CARANGIDAE. Trachurus novaezelandiae Richardson, 1843: additional records; 
comparison with first Tasmanian specimen, reported as T. mccullochi Nichols, 1920. 
SCOMBRIDAE. Gasterochisma melampus Richardson, 1845: specimen from western Tasmania 
(Earthwatch); comparison with earlier material; height of dorsal and anal finlets functions 
of dorsal and ventral body profiles. BOVICHTHYIDAE. Pseudaphritis bursinus (Cuvier, 
1830): considered senior synonym of P. urvillii; detailed study with a critical review of 
published accounts of species; differential growth; length of ventral rays a function of 
height of body. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper follows the general plan of others in the series. Linear measurements are 
given throughout in millimetres, unless otherwise specified, the name of the unit commonly 
being omitted. The symbols Ls, Lt, TLs, TLt denote standard length, total length, 
thousandths (permillages) of standard length, thousandths of total length, respectively. 
Registration numbers denoted by Q.V.M. are those of the Queen Victoria Museum and Art 
Gallery, Launceston. Certain other conventions are noted in earlier contributions. 
Records of certain quantitative data (general morphometrics, including equations) not 
incorporated in the text are deposited with the Royal Society of Tasmania, Hobart, with a 
duplicate copy in the Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery, Launceston, Tasmania. The 
omission of such data from the published text is indicated at the relevant point by the 
notation (Appendix [number]). 
SYSTEMATIC ZOOLOGY 
Family OPHICHTHYIDAE 
The snake eels or serpent eels, Ophichthyidae (frequently rendered Ophichthidae; in 
early texts, e.g. Gunther (1880), subsumed in the wide Muraenidae) are distinguished at 
sight from the other groups of common large anguilliform fishes found in our waters - the 
typical eels Anguillidae, morays Muraenidae, congers Congridae (in most Australian texts 
Leptocephalidae), worm eels Xenocongridae (in most Australian texts Echelidae) - in having 
the dorsal and anal fins (where present, as is modal) ending in front of the tail tip, 
which projects as a stiff usually blunt naked process. They differ further from 
Muraenidae and Xenocongridae in being provided (in the great majority of cases) with pec-
toral fins, from the Anguillidae in lacking scales, and from the Congridae in having 
caniniform teeth. Of the eleven members of the family recorded from Australia (Munro 
19S7a), two only are known to occur outside Queensland, Northern Territory and Western 
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Australia, one, Ophisurus serpens (Linne, 1758) being found in Tasmania, New South Wales 
and Western Australia. 
Genus OPHISURUS Lacepede, 1880 
Ophisurus Lacepede, 1880, p. 195. Type-species, Muraena serpens Linne. 
Ophisurus: McCulloch, 1929, p.68 (generic synonymy). 
Ophisurus serpens (Linne 1758) 
Muraena serpens Linne, 1758, p.244 (ed. 12, 1776, p.425: based on Artedi, gen.24, syn.41). 
Type locality: southern European seas. 
Ophisurus serpens?: Ogi1by, 1897a, p.85. 
Ophisurus serpens: Macleay, 1882b, p.273: Ogilby, l879b, p.159, footnote: McCulloch, 1921, 
p.35, pl.23, fig. 85a, and 1929, 5(1), p.68: Lord, 1923, p.64, and 1927, p.13: Lord & 
Scott, 1924, pp.8,37: Munro, 1957a, p.47, fig.330: Scott, 1963, p.15, fig.3, and 1980, 
p.105. 
?Ophisurus serpens: Schlegel, 1850, p.264, pl.115, 1. 
?Leptorhyncus capensis Smith, 1840, pl.6. Type locality: Table Bay, South Africa. 
?Ophisurus macrorhynchos Bleeker, 1853, pp.9,28. Type locality: Kaminoseki, Japan. 
?Ophisurus novaezeZandiae Hector, 1870, p.34, pl.3. Type locality: Poverty Bay, New 
Zealand. 
Leptognathus novaezeZandiae: Whitley, 1964, p.36. 
Occurrence in Tasmania 
The early history in this State of this species has been reviewed in Part XI (1963). 
Lord> & Scott (1924: 37) stated that they knew of no local reports other than the original 
one by Ogilby (1897a,b). A confirmatory record, based on a specimen, Lt 1144, found in a 
lagoon near the mouth of the George River, east coast, was given in Part XI (1963), and 
some observations on an example, Lt 601, hooked near the mouth of the same river, were 
presented in Part XXVI (1980). 
Specific status 
As pointed out earlier, the question as to whether the Tasmanian eel is conspecific 
with the European O. serpens or merely closely allied to it would appear to remain in 
doubt pending a direct comparison of specimens from the two hemispheres. Few precise ob-
servations on Australian material have hitherto been available; accordingly a general 
account of the first specimen received by the Museum was given, together with a figure 
illusfrating the dentition. On receipt of additional examples the opportunity is here 
taken to record further morphometric and other specifications. 
Large scale stranding 
In October 1981 the Queen Victoria Museum, Launceston received from Mr K.W. Grace 
two examples of this species secured in unusual circumstances at Cameron Inlet on the east 
coast of Flinders Island, Bass Strait, a little south of the 40th parallel. Police 
Sergeant H.U. Schindler, Whitemark, who has been good enough to supply some information on 
the occurrence here noted, informs us that this body of water, about 3 km in length from 
its northern tip, adjoining the sea, to its more inland southern tip, and with a maximum 
width of 2-3 km, though designated an inlet is essentially a coastal lagoon with a facul-
tative access to the sea. Though at one time opened regularly to the sea by the Rivers and 
Water Supply Commission, using a bulldozer to make a channel through the sand, it has re-
mained landlocked for the past seven or eight years. Recently a spontaneous break-through 
occurred, and the lagoon, reduced in area by about half, became tidal. The depth of the 
area still under water was reduced to about two-thirds of a metre. In those parts where 
the water persisted - with an extensive growth of weeds and containing much evil-smelling 
decayed organic material brought in by numerous drains (the area being an abandoned 
Soldier Settlement) - the eels remained in general in a lively condition, hiding under 
weeds and when disturbed retreating to their burrows in the sand (the naked caudal end of 
the body of the ophichthyids is commonly held to act as a burrowing organ). However, some 
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hundreds; were stranded high and dry, many showing evidence of damage resulting from ex-
posure t_O the hot SUllo Mr Schindler states the great majority were about three -quarters 
of a metre in 1 ength, with a few exceeding a metre. No stranded fish of any other species 
were observed. The two specimens forwarded to the Museum, Lt 904, 1 031 Illm (Q.VJ'L Reg. 
No. 1981(5/57) are here made the subject of some direct observations and of comparison 
with other Tasmanian examples from the east coast 
Dimensions 
Specimens are recorded in order of increasing total length, (601, 904, 1 031, 1 144) 
all dimE'nsions being thousandths of total length (in ophthichthyids effectively standard 
length). Length to origi.n of dorsal 104, 102, 102, 133, to termination 975, 989, 986, 987. 
Length to origin of anal 356, 350, 368, 407, to termination 983, 989, 988, 987. Length to 
vent (middle) 344, 345, 360, 363. Length to origin of pectoral 71.5, 68.6, 75.7, -, 
length of fin 14.5,18.3,17.7,17.0. Head 68.2,66.4,7:5.7,76.0 Snout 16.8,16.6,18.6, 
20.0. Eye 6.7,5.5,6.7,6.6. Interorbital 6.5, 6.0,7.1,8.0. Depth (in parentheses 
width) at front of eye 9.7(7.0), 9.3(7.9). 8.7(8.7), 12(9.6), at back of eye 11.3[8.3), 
10.0(9.4], 13.6(11.6], 16(14); at gill slit 20.0(15.8). 16.9(16.6), 19.5(17.6), -(--], at 
dorsal origin -(-) , 19.9(18.0), 21.3(20.4], -(---], at vent 15.1(16.3), 20.5(20.0), 22.3 
(22.5), 17(17); maximum, head 21.6(15.8)' 17.1(17.7), 20.3(18.0), -(-), body 16.6(16.6), 
21.6(20.7), 22.3(22.8), -(-). 
Proportions 
Values for the five proportions given in the Handbook (Munro 1957a: 47) - these shown 
below in parentheses - for our four examples, in increasing order of total length are as 
follows. Mouth cleft in head, 2.1, 2.0, 2.1,1.9(2.0): the large mouth cleft trenchantly 
distinguishes this from other Australian ophichthyids in which it is "-3 in head. Eye in 
snout 2.5, 3.0, 2.8, 3.0(2.9). Head in trunk 3.8, 4.2, 3.9, 3.8(3.6-5.2). Head in tail 
9.6,9.9,8.7,8.4(7.1). Pectoral in head, 4.7,3.6,4.8, -(6). Other proportions of 
interest: eye in interorbital 1.2, 1.2, 1.1, 1.0: depth at front of eye in length of head 
7.0,7.1,8.4,6.3; at back of eye 6.0,6.7,5.4,4.8; at gill slit 3.4,3.9,3.8, --; 
at vent 4.5, 3.2, 3.0, 4.5; maximum 4.4, 3.1, 3.30, -; length to dorsal origin in total 
length 9.62, 9.83, 9.83, 7.52: length to anal origin in total length 2.81, 2.95, 2.72, 
2.46. 
Dentition 
The taxonomic importance of the dentition in ophichthyids has been demonstrated by 
Schultz (1953). This species presents a pattern of clusteTed premaxillary, uniscrial max-
i1lary, dentary and vomeri ne sets. Tolerably detai led accounts of the teeth have been 
given for the 1963 and 1980 individuals. The present specimens conform to the general 
pattern described earlier, but exhibit some individual variation. DentaTY: anterior 
teeth in smaller fish 2 on right, 1 on left; in larger fish 2 on left, 1 on right level 
with first left, all large; median line of posterior hidden by fleshy lateral folds. Pre-
maxillary: smaller, 1 small medi an, followed by 2 lateral largish, opposite one another; 
larger, 2 large on left, one large on right opposite hinder left, closely followed by 2 
very slender, fine. Maxillary: usual long line of about 40 in each jaw. Vomerine: 
smaller, anterior spaced teeth 7, first not much smaller than second, thereafter increas-
ing slightly in size (in both fish followed by usual hidden line of about a dozen small 
closely set). 
Coloration 
Whil e exhibiting the characteristic bicolor pattern, fully specified for the earl ier 
material, the present specimens show some indi vi dual vari ation, both relative to the east 
coast specimens and between themselves. Smaller example: dorsal and upper lateral sur--
faces greyish, faintly yellowish; lower half of side somewhat more yellowish (the two 
regions thus both lighter and less strongly contrasted than in the other individuals); 
ventral surface whitish behind vent, si 1 very in front of it. Larger example: back and 
side above lateral line rather dark brownish olivaceous; rest of side lighter, more sharp-
ly demarcated than in smaller example; in the anterior three-tenths of the trunk the 
lighter area, I argely becoming whitish, s loping upward and forward to reach within about 
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one-fifth of height of fish from do:.csaJ profile; '/cntraJ surface of trunk silveTY.~ of tail 
~vhitc. Vertical fins_~ h1holly withdrawn into grooves, appear as black or blackish lines, 
representing a n3TTOltl marginal band, the remaindeT of the fin, its maximum height sub-
equal to eye, being translucent or pale greyish. 
Latera] line 
This consists of small simple pores; in the smalley. example, in 'vvhich they are more 
evident, 71 to vent + 135, ceasjng ilbout as far tn advance of ans] terminati.on as latter 
is from tip. On the lateral surface its distance from the dorsal p:cofilc as fibout one-
fourth that from tho ventral Ie, at some '1--5 pores behind this about three-tenths, at 
vent about one·-thircl fol by a noticeable downtuTn, at halfway between vent and end 
a little less than hal f, at termination halL 'nle extension from the flank on to the top 
of the head takes the form on each side of an outwardly convex arc of 5 evenly spaced 
pores, the two arcs joined anteriorly by a median pore at level of end of gape. 
Cephalic pores 
The dorsal, lateral and ventral surfaces of the head bear small simple pores regular-
ly arranged: these have not previously been describecl in Tasmanian material. On dorsum 
three pairs on snout, first shortly in aclvance of the level of the tubular anterior nos-
tril, second between anterior ancl posterior nostrils, third between latter and front of 
orbit; a pair near posterior one-third of interorbital; a widely spaced pair just behind 
eyes, followed by a median pore, its distance behind them subequal to the interval between 
them. On lateral surface of heacl, close to ventral border, a row of four, evenly spaced, 
the distance between the first and last subequal to that of the first from tip of jaw, the 
second and third belm;, the eye; in an upward and forward line from the fourth two other 
pores, the lower behind eye by about half eye at level of middle of eye, the upper the 
postorbital pore already noted as occurring on top of head visible also in lateral view. 
On ventral surface in larger individual four pairs in advance of eye, interspace between 
first and seconcl rather less than half interspaces betlveen second and thircl and third and 
fourth; one pair about level with posterior border of orbit: in smaller individual nine 
pores arranged , perhaps interpretable as four pairs, the members set very 
obliquely instead directly opposite, together with a hindmost azygous pore. 
Family NOMEIDAE 
The Handbook (Munro 1958b) listed as Australian nine membeTs of the family Nomeidae 
(in some texts Psenidae), of which three are reported from Tasmania, (a) warehou or snot-
gall trevalla Sey'c'olella brama (Gunther, 1860); Cb) mackerel trevalla or snotgall 
trevalla, lZa maculata (Forster, 1794); (c) Patagonian silver trevalla, Seriolella 
poY'osa Guichenot, 1849 _ The earllest published Tasmanian catalogue (Johnston 1883) noted 
(in Carangidae) three species, brama Gunther, 1860, N. dobula Gunther, 1860 
(which has Tasmania as type , N. trevale Castelnau, 1872: of these the first is 
species Ca) above, the second, recognized in the Check-List (McCulloch 1929) as a valid 
species, is in the Handbook treated as a synonym of Cc), while Castelnau' s species is 
generally synonymi zed (as in the Check-List) with (a). In his second catalogue Johnston 
(1891) had the same species, withanote of interrogation following Castelnau's species. 
Lord (1923, 1927) and Lord G Scott (1924) listed (in Stromateidac) four species, namely, 
(a) as above, SeFiolella (Bloch & Schneider, 1801), recognized in the Check-List 
but t.reatecl in the as synonymic v6th (b), S. dobula, adding 
johnc/;onc'i. (Morton 1888) (type species of the genus E'ux'Umetopo8 Morton, 1888; type 
locality Tasmania). The last-named docs not appear in the Handbook, being represented 
there by N. ror'o,sa (Richardson, 1845) ancl being transferrecl from Nomeidae (in which both 
Morton's and Richardson's species are accommodated in the Check-List) to Centrolophidae; 
in hi 5 general review of the stromateoid fishes Haedrich (1967) also refers Hyperoglyphe 
Ciinther, 1859 to Centrolophidae, treating the two species noted above, together with the 
New Zealand Scriolellcz Grj ffin 1928, as junior synonyms of PeI'ca antar'cticcz 
Carmichael, 1818 (type locality Tristan da CunhaJ. 
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appear certainly to in a state of 
part from the limits of the relation between 
Guichenot, 1848, conclusions on whi eh affect tho 
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number of st.romate0:ids would 
of some stf.~mmjng in 
Centrolophidae. In a paper on the occurrence of caeruiea Guichenot, 1848 in 
New Zealand waters iv'1cDowal1 referred it to Cent:roloph:idac j at the sante time 
observing lIThe scope of is in need of study and cannot be resolved IlGTe H ,. 
In the present state of evident taxonomic uncertainty .1 t is here deemed convenient (wj th-
out espousing a definitive view on th,e matteI'S lTI doubt) to follow the usage of the 
Handbook on the scope of thce family Nomeidae. 
ScrloLella cacrulae (type locality Juan from New Zealand by 
McDowall, who regarded it as a senior griseoUneatus Norman, 
1937 (referred by Haedrich(l96'J) to and the Now Zealand 8eY'ioZella tinnJ 
Gavri10v, 1973, has been reported by Last (, Harris (1981) from eight stations in Tasmanian 
waters at which trawls were made by the Zcehaan in January-March 1979, A further addition 
is' here made to the Tasmanian list, that of Cubieeps eaeruZ-eus Regan, 1914. This species 
was not included either in the Handbook or the Check-List, the genus Cub1:ceps Lowe, 1843, 
being represented in the former by only C. baxteri McCulloch, 1923, and appearing in the 
latter only in synonymy of a species of Psenes. llaedrich (1967) concisely defined 
Cubieeps thus: "The combination of elongate body, long winglike pectoral fin, insertion 
of pelvics behind poctoral fin base, scales on top of head, cheeks, and opercles, and a 
patch of teeth on the tonguo distinguishes Cubieeps from all other stromateoid genera". 
Genus CUBICEP8 Lowe, 1843 
Cubiceps Lowe, 1843, p. 82. Type-species, Ser~ola Lowe 1843, by subsequent desig-
nation of Jordan & Evermann, 1896. [Lowe described his fish as a species in the genus 
Scriola, but noted (p. 82) "Sti 11 it is not unU ke 1y that a comparison of the two 
fishes [So and 8" (Quay & C;aimard) 1 warrant ... their 
separation from SeY"iola into a genus, which may be called 
Cubicep8: Haedrich, 1967, p.178 (synonymy, noting five other generic or 5ubgeneI'ic 
names, Altimostoma A. Smith, 1849, Navarehus Filippi & Verany, 1859, Tracheloclr'rhus 
Doumet, 1863, Mulichthys Lloyd, 1909, Mandel7:chthys Nichols & Murphy, 1944, subgenus]. 
PLATE 1 - Cubieeps eacruZeus Regan, 1914. Radiograph from ventral aspect of a specimen 
258 10m in standard length from Bicheno, east coast, Tasmania (Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1980/5/ 
55) . 
caeruleus Regan, 1914 
(PI 1) 
Cubiceps caeruleus Regan, 1914a, p.lS. Type locality: Three Kings Islands. 
CuhicepB caeruleus Regan, 1914b, p.19. 
Cubiceps caeruleus: Haedrich, 1967, p.8l: McCulloch, 1923, pIS, pl.l, fig.3: Whitley, 
1968, p.SO: Hoese, 1976, p.436: Butler) 1979, .231, .5. 
?Cubiceps gracllis: Hutton, 1896, p.315. Non g.1'aei, Lowe, 1843. 
CuhicepB grae1:l'is: Waite, 1904a, p.162, and 1904b, p.200, and 1910, p.375. Non SerioZa 
gracilis Lowe, 1843. 
Cuhieeps capensis: Haedrich, 1967, p.81 (part., all non-typo material): Craddock & ~lead, 
1970, p.33: Haedrich, 1972, p.79: Karrer, 1975, p.7S: Ahlstrom et al., 1976, p.343: 
Pequeno, 1976, p.805. Non Altirnostorna Smith, 1849. 
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Distri~ution 
tUbiceps caeruleus is an antiboreal species. Of two species with which the present 
form has been confused, one, S. gracilis appears to be restricted to the Mediterranean and 
a regi~n around the type locality, Madeira, while the other, C. capensis, shows some over-
lap wiih our species. A distribution map in Butler (1979, fig.6) showed two entries off 
the coast of New South Wales and two in New Zealand. These with others form a chain of 
records between South America and somewhat southwest of the southern tip of Africa and 
betwee~ Australia and the west coast of South America: in the Peru Current it has been 
report~d as far south as 19°5. There are no records between South Africa and Western 
Australia. Butler observed "The absence of records from the south Indian Ocean may 
refleci the paucity of sampling in this region". Specimens from Lord Howe Island have 
been n~ted by Waite (1904a,b), (as S. gracilis), McCulloch (1923) and Hoese (1976). The 
species is here for the first time reported from Tasmania. 
Tasmanian material 
In June 1980 Mr J. Billing observed several small fish in a rock pool at Bicheno, 
east coast, Tasmania; one was speared and submitted to the Queen Victoria Museum for 
identification (together with an inquiry as to whether it was edible!). The specimen 
(Q.V.M, Reg. No. 1980/5/55), Ls 258 Lt 304, has been determined as Cubiceps caeruleus, and 
is the subject of the subjoined observations. It had been cleaned, with loss of the 
branchial arches, and it has suffered further damage, notably in the first dorsal. Mem-
bers of the genus Cubiceps are typically oceanic fishes - regularly found in the stomachs 
of porpoises and tunas and sometimes taken on tuna lines and in lift net fisheries (Butler 
1979; specific references cited) - and though there are occasional records of stranded 
individuals, e.g. McCulloch (1923), the occurrence of C. caeruleus in the littoral situa-
tion here noted would appear to be quite exceptional. 
Dimensions 
Except where otherwise indicated the following dimensions are all recorded as 
thousandths of standard length: they include a dozen items for which Butler (1979, 
table 1) gave ranges and 'means for seven species of Cubiceps, his values being given here 
in parentheses. Total length 1178. Length to origin of first dorsal 382 (202-418, 378), 
to termination 492(7); to origin of second dorsal 610, to termination 899; to origin of 
anal 655 (580-679,643), to termination 899. Length to pectoral, front of base 236, in-
sertion of most advanced (uppermost) ray 271; length of fin, total 337, longest ray 329 
('pectoral fin length' 188-346, 308). Length to pelvic 357; length of fin, total 107, 
longest ray 97 ('pelvic fin length' 104-154, 120). Head 269 (216-365, 300). Orbit, 
longitudinal 62.4, vertical 69.8: as thousandths of head length 232, 259 ('orbit' 244-320, 
276). Snout, froDl tip of upper jaw 62.0, from tip of lower jaw 64.0: as thousandths of 
head length 230, 237 ('snout' 243-286, 270). Interorbital 77.5: as thousandths of head 
length 288 (262-320, 290). Length of upper jaw 77.5: as thousandths of head length 288 
(260-319, 295). Depth [width] at front of eye 139 [65.9], back of eye 190 [96.9], oper-
culum 251 [116], dorsal origin 264 [116], vent 441 [109]; maximum 271 [120]; caudal 
peduncle, minimum 75.6, at origin of caudal ridges 77.5. Longest preserved dorsal spine, 
total 87.2, without distal filament 82.2; longest preserved ray 71.7; last 465. Longest 
preserved anal ray 58.1, last 32.9. 
With the exception of snout relative to head (and barely here) our values fall within 
the ranges found by Butler, who examined some two score specimens: he pointed out the 
pectoral is longer than the head in examples of Ls >100 mm. The marked differences 
between extreme values are very probably accounted for as being due, over and above indi-
vidual variation and possible locality factors, to allometric growth, well known to be 
common in stromateoids (involving particularly the lengths of the head and the paired fins, 
the predorsal and preanal length and overall depth), the effect of which in some instances 
leads to notable differences in general form - e.g. as noted in Part XXIV (1978: 347) in 
Schedophilus hut toni (Waite 1910) with age the dorsal migrates caudad relative to the 
pectoral, the origin of the former being in advance of that of the latter in small indivi-
duals but later coming to be above it. 
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Meristic characters 
A. II, 23. D. XI (?, fin damaged), 27. P. 23. V. I, 5. C. 12 + 12 + 9/8. Scales 
along lateral line ca 53. L.tr. 7~/13~. A radiograph in which definition is better than 
in reproduction (pl.l) would seem to indicate the appropriate vertebral count of 31 (13 + 
18 Haedrich, 12 + 19 Butler). 
General description of specimen 
Dorsal profile a continuous curve from tip of upper jaw to insertion of uppermost 
caudal ray; height above base line from most advanced point on snout to middle of caudal 
peduncle at level of hypural joint reaches maximum at 0.4 of standard length, being here 
3.3 minimum height; sum of anterior 5 deciles 1.27 sum of remainder. Sequence of descend-
ing magnitude of deciles: 4, 5, 6, 3, 7, 2, 8, 1, 9, 10. Ventral profile a continuous 
sweep, with more variation in curvature than dorsal profile; maximum depth below same axis 
equal at 0.3, 0.4 of length, here 4.4 minimum; sum of anterior 5 deciles 1.67 sum of re-
mainder. Sequence of deciles 4, 5, 6, 3, 7, 2, 8, 1, 9, 10. Polynomial equations for 
body curvature (Appendix No. I). Caudal peduncle short, deep, stout, its depth 1.3 in its 
length, which is 2.7 in head. 
Head moderate, 3.7 in Ls, bluntly rounded, chin slightly in advance of most advanced 
point on upper jaw. Scales extend on to dorsum to cease at level of nostril, being bounded 
here by a sharply demarcated proconvex arc; about 20 scales in median line from level of 
opercular border, last 3-4 smaller than rest; this region bounded laterally to just behind 
level of hind border of orbit by a line of about 25 pores; between pores and upper rim of 
orbit a narrow naked fleshy strip along the middle of which runs the white supraorbital 
ridge, this being narrowly bordered above and below by blackish; at middle of eye squamous 
dorsal region with 7 lines of scales; naked area continuing round behind eye, irregularly 
minutely mammillated and ridged, its greatest width half an eye diameter, extending for-
ward to become continuous with naked side and front of wholly naked, but randomly pori fer-
ous, snout; behind this region, ahd probably below it, head, including opercle, scaled. 
Nostril a small subcircular opening with low rim, on horizontal level with upper one-
fifth of eye; direct distance from eye twice that from upper lip; internarial half inter-
orbital. Maxilla just failing to reach level of front of eye; somewhat expanded distally, 
its greatest width about one-fourth length of jaw. Premaxilla not protractile. Supra-
maxilla absent. Posterior three-fourths of upper jaw overlapped by gelatinous preorbital, 
its margin entire. Lower jaw stout, bluntly rounded, projecting a trifle beyond upper. 
Even with mouth widely open angle of gape well in advance of eye, about at level of 
nostril, or below middle of lower jaw with mouth closed. Eye moderate, its horizontal 
diameter 0.9 vertical, 4.6 in head; about two and a half times as far from ventral as from 
dorsal profile; wholly covered with a somewhat bluish grey adipose sheath, exhibiting no 
indication of an extension forward around the nostril such as that noted by Haedrich 
(1967: 79) in a detailed diagnosis of the genus Cubiceps. Interorbital slightly exceeding 
height of orbit, subequal to depth of caudal peduncle, strongly convex transversely less 
so longitudinally. Whole opercle flexible, more or less membraneous, borders of the bones 
naked, translucent. 
Opercular border entire; a subtriangular process at level of middle of eye, basal 
width, about half pupil, thrice length, the slightly concave sides largely formed by two 
small spines, embedded save at short acute tip, a similar but almost straight spine 
between them, also projecting slightly at a distance subequal to base of this process the 
border bears a small translucent linguiform process, its distal border briefly bilobed, 
embedded in it an opaque black structure, barely more than a tapering streak less than 
I mm long, not exposed distally, which may represent an incipient or a vestigial spine: 
border between these two processes, shown strongly concave in the illustration accompany-
ing the only account of an Australian example of this species, that of McCulloch (1923), 
is here decidedly convex. Preoperculum differing markedly from its representation in that 
figure, wholly lacking the backward sweep at the angle; reaching its greatest backward ex-
tension barely below level of orbit, being here slightly rounded; descending for about an 
eye diameter a little obliquely down and forward, almost straight overall, slightly con-
cave in lower half; after forming a slight angle continuing, more or less linearly, at an 
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angle of about 135 0 for an eye diameter, this section irregularly and minutely denticulate; 
thereafter forward and upward gently convex to termination below front of eye. 
Teeth in upper jaw in a single series, small subconical mostly somewhat recurved, 
spaced, decreasing in size backward; in lower jaw teeth similar but lateral teeth somewhat 
stouter. Teeth on vomer large circular flatly mounded ('knobby'), about two score, form-
ing an elongate subelliptical patch, width, greatest behi.nd middle, about one-third length, 
which exceeds half eye; whole patch light orange, conspicuous against dark grey or black 
of surrounding palate. A line of about eight small teeth on each palatine, not 
reaching forward to front of vomerine patch. TonglJ.e smooth, very broad] y 
on its hind half an elliptical orange patch of teeth, of similar size to vomerine patch of 
teeth hut more bluntly rounded at ends; teeth somewhat more closely set. On the glosso-
hyals two pale orange patches, somewhat shorter, decidedly narrower, than patch on vomer, 
teeth smaller, separated anteriorly by about their own length, diverging posteri.orly. 
Dorsal fin originating at 0.38 La, well behind pectoral origin, slightly behind pelvic 
origin (contrast McCulloch's plate); fin damaged; apparently with 11 spines. Second 
dorsal originating at 0.60 La, somewhat in advance of anal origin, rays decreasing in 
length caudad. Anal ending directly under second dorsal, last two rays elongated. Pec-
toral with upper anterior end of base just in advance of tip of opercular process; fin 
narrow, winglike, extending to within an eye diameter of anal origin; first ray one-
fourth, second half, length of third (longest), so closely adherent to one another as to 
make upper border a single rigid gently convex rib. Examination of the figure of this 
species in the review of the genus Cubicepa by Butler (1979, fig. 5) would suggest that the 
pectoral is there turned upside down with the smooth leading edge directed ventrally; 
such a curious reversal obtains with the right pectoral of our specimen, the abnormal pos-
ture now being so thoroughly established that the fin cannot be restored to its usual 
position without risk of damage. Pelvics small, poinfed, extending less than halfway to 
vent, anterior two-thirds or more fitting into a wide groove; for lengths of rays see 
below. When the specimen is viewed from the right side the upper caudal lobe is seen to 
be folded over the lower, obscuring some four-fifths of it: such overlapping is noted by 
Haedrich as not uncommon. All scales have been lost. From its origin a little ahove 
level of highest point on supraorbital ridge, where it is two-thirds eye diameter below 
dorsal profile, the lateral line rises, in the course of rather less than half a head 
length, to be only half eye diameter from profile, a relation it maintains to second dor-
sal origin, behind which distance from profile continuously decreases to be half as great 
at fin termination. 
Portions of the subdermal canal system on the flanks (the visibility of which must 
vary with circumstances of preservation) that are here apparent are as follows: a shallow 
off-white groove, of maximum width 0.5 nun, extending almost linearly from upper angle of 
operculum to middle of caudal base, above and below this a narrower line, combined width 
of these about half pupil diameter; between levels of pelvic insertion and vent about a 
dozen forwardly convex whitish bands, extending to a maximum of halfway towards dorsal 
profile and of three-fourths of way towards ventral profi Ie; between these arcs a complex 
system of finer reticulating light lines. An arc of pores fringing lower lip; others in 
a row just external to either edge of the isthmus, which extends virtually to tip of 
lower jaw. TIle specimen quite clearly exhibits the characteristic 'stromateoid look' 
regarded by Haeclrich as constituting a valid, if somewhat trivial taxonomic criterion: 
''It is a fat-nosed, wide-eyed, stuffed-up look, smug and at the same time apprehensive". 
Coloration 
General color, in total absence of scales, light reddish brown, each scale pocket 
outlined in dark brown, most extensively at posterior border. Naked portion of head fawn, 
in parts dusky. Dorsal spines and rays very dark straw; anal rays somewhat greenish 
yellow with rusty maculation; pelvic yellow with extensive dark brown spotting; pectoral 
pale yellow tending to brownish in upper part; caudal medium brown, darker in outer rays. 
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\!entral rays 
The lengths of all five rays are a function of their reverse serial nunibers, 
= oN I (k) " where N' number of ray, counting cephalad. 
Log L 0.2284 log N' + 1.8546; t 11.397*; estimated (measured) lengths, TZs, 72(70), 
(86), 92(93), 98(99), 103(101). 
A relationship of this type has been reported in these contributions for a number of 
Lt[)Telated species, the modal set of rays involved, , being {1 .. 4. In a recellt 
1982) a relationship of the form L = has been examined for Creed'ia 
(Ramsay, ISS1) , in which there are only four rays, to investigate which ray is 
] ,:;ely to have been lost in this species from the full complement in the Creediidae, 
rc'~orded by Nelson (1978) as five. 
Body profiles 
Polynomials have been calculated for the dorsal and ventral profiles as sped fied by 
10 equidistant measurements of height above and depth below an axis from most advanced 
pei.nt to middle of caudal peduncle at hypural j oint (Appendix No. I) . 
Fami ly REGALECIDAE 
(PIs 2-4) 
In its broad connotation, as accepted by Greenwood et aZ. (1966) in their provisional 
cla:;sification of living teleosts, that is, with the inclusion of a small group of lampri-
diform fishes placed by some Australasian authors, e.g. Whitley (1933, 1968), ~lunro 
(19,)7b) in a separate family Agrostichthidae, originally proposed by Phillipps (1924) 
to 'lccommodate the New Zealand Agrostichthys parkeri Benham, 1904, the family Regalecidae 
is 1'epresented in Tasmania by two species, the southern oarfish, Regalec:us pacificus 
Haast, lS78, and Benham's streamer fish, Agrostichthys benhami Scott, 1934. 
KEY TO REGALECIDAE RECORDED FROM TASMANIA 
Length <30 height; no teeth; upper profile of head concave; 
maxillary plate deeper than long; eye >3 (~ 4-5) in head; 
P. >10 (12-14); elevated anterior section of dorsal with 
>6 (S-20) rays; lateral line descending to within >~ 
(~ 1/3) of total depth from ventral profile; size large 
(to ;>5 m) . . . . . . . . RegalecuB 
Length >30 (~ 45) height; teeth in lower jaw (2) and on vomer 
C:,); upper profile of head convex; maxillary plate 
longer than deep; eye <3 U 1.7) in head; P. <10 (S); 
anterior elevated section of dorsal with <6 (3) rays; 
lateral line descending to <~ (~ 1/6) of total depth 
from ventral profile; size small (l m) ............. Agrost-ichthys benhami 
GellUS REGALECUS Ascanius, 1772 
Regcd~C'us Ascanius, 1772: 5. Type-species, Ascanius. 
Regalecus Haast, 187S 
Haast, 1877, p.646. Nomen nudum. 
Haast, 1878, p.246, pl.7. Type locality: New Brighton, New Zealand. 
: Whitley, 1933, p.70, fig.2, and 1948, p.16, and 1962, p.64, unnumbered 
and 1964, p.41, and 1968, p.45: Munro, 1957b, p.64, fig 451 (two figures so 
: Marshall, 1964, p.125, pl.29, fig.136, and 1966, p.17S, pl.29, fig.136. 
RegCi&cC:Wl : Gunther, 1861, p.308: Allport, prior to 1882; ~:acleay, 1882a, p.55: 
Johnston, 1883, p.123, and 1891, iO'i..d. (1890), p.34 (p.13 of reprint). Non GyrrrnetruB 
gladius Valenciennes, 1835. 
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PLATE 2 - Regalecus pacificus Haast, 1878. 
A specimen secured at Mersey Bluff Beach, 
Devonport, northwest coast, Tasmania by 
Mr D. Heywood in December 1977. Approx-
imate total length 3 m. (Photo: Advocate.) 
PLATE 3 - RegaZecus pacificus Haast, 1878. 
A specimen found stranded by Mr K. 
Adamson and Mr N. Chilcott at Low Head, 
Tamar estuary, north coast, Tasmania in 
October 1981 (Q.V.M. Reg. No. 
Total length as preserved 
mated length when perfect 
(Photo: Examiner.) 
RegaZecus gZesne: McCulloch, 1921, p.34, p1.26, fig.125a: Lord, 1923, p.65, and 1927, 
Lord and Scott, 1924, pp.9,14, unnumbered outline fig.: McCulloch, 1929, p.138. 
Non RegaZecus glesne Ascahius, 1772. 
Regalecus banksii: WCoy, 1887, p.169, pl.145: Lucas, 1890, p.32. Non Gyrrrnetrus banksii 
Valenciennes, 1835. 
Regalecus banksi: Marshall, 1964, p.125, and 1966, p.178. 
Gyrrrnetrus banksii: McCulloch, 1929, p.138: Non Gyrrrnetrus banksii Valenciennes, 1835. 
Regalecus argenteus Parker, 1883, p.520. Nomen nudum. 
Regalecus' argenteus Parker, 1884, p. 284, pls 23,24. Type locality: ~loeraki, Otago, New 
Zealand. 
Regalecus argenteus Parker, 1888, p.20, pl.5. 
Regalecus grillii: Forbes, 1891, p.192: McCulloch, 1929, p.138. Non Gyrrrnetru'/j!! grillii 
Lindroth, 1798. 
Regalecus remipes: McCulloch, 1929, p.138. Non RegaZecus remipes Brunnich, 1788. 
Gyrrrnetrus haJ;)kenii: ~lcCulloch, 1929, p.138. Non Gyrrrnetrus haJ;)kenii Bloch, 1795. 
Regalecus masterii De Vis, 1891, p.13. Nomen nudum. 
Regalecus masterii De Vis, 1892, p.109. Type locality: near Tweed River, Queensland. 
Regalecus masterii: McCulloch, 1929, p.138. 
PLATE 4 - Regalecus 
the Low Head specimen 
paired markings along 
Note on synonymy 
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Haast, 1878. Detail of portion of the posterior region of 
of which a general view appears in plate 3. Note especially 
dorsal border (Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1981/5/55). (Photo: Musewn). 
While the decision taken in the Chack··List (McCulloch 1929) to represent the 
Australasian oarfish by a taxon glesne Ascanius, 1772) bestowed on a northern 
hemisphere fi sh has inevi tab ly led, given the mere nature of ;] checklist, to the formal 
introduction to the Australian taxonomic scene of some species names of only marginal sig-
nificance, the main trend in the Australian literature has followed, \"i th very few excep-
tions (the most noticeable being .the adoption by M'Coy (1887), of Valenciennes' 
R. banksi-[ - ascribed by M'Co), to Cuvier), a chronological trinomial sequence. 
In the last century local texts employed R. Valenciennes, 1835 (based on "Cepola 
Walbaum, ascribed by authors, in accordance with the convention then current, to 
Cuvier and Valenciennes, with reference to lIistoire NatuTellc des Poissons); during the 
first three or four decades of the present century R. gl.esne Ascaniu5, 1775 was in general 
use; while in the more recent yeaTS the validity of llaast's R. , with type 
10cali ty New Zealand, has beell almost universally accepted. Two additional names for the 
Australasian form have been proposed, R. argenteus by Parker in New Zealand and R. masterii 
by De Vis in Queensland. 
Recen t s t ran clings 
Our knowledge of this deep-sea oceanic species is laTge1y based on specimens cast 
up from time to time, often in a damaged state, on the beach. Gunther (1880: 523) noted 
that not more than 16 stran(lings were recorded on the coasts of Britain between 1759 and 
1878. The first record of a Tasmanian example in the formal literature is provided by 
Johnston (1883, 1'.123): "specimen examined, 14 feet [4.3 m] long, captured at the Penguin 
[town, on northwest coast, no); simply known as Penguin], Tasmania". Lord and Scott (1924: 
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46, outline figure) state "A specimen secured in a fish trap at Stanley, a sketch of which 
is in the Tasmanian Museum, gives the dimensions as follows:- Length, 14 feet [4.3 m]; 
greatest depth, 12 inches [30 cm]; breadth, 2 to 3 inches [51-76 mm]". The total length 
is said to exceed 23 feet [7 m] (Whitley 1962). Further local strandings have from time 
to time been reported in the press, but no systematic list of these exists. 
Two recent strandings are here recorded: these individuals are of some special inter-
est, making unusual contributions to the curious problem of the color pattern in the 
Australasian oarfish. 
(a) A specimen secured at the Mersey Bluff Beach, Devonport, northwest coast, in 1977. 
The Advocate of 8 December reported that Mr Don Heywood, a visitor from Chadstone, 
Victoria, noticed the fish splashing about in the shallows and dragged it out by hooking 
his thumbs in the gill slits; the length was given as 3 m. By courtesy of the editor of 
the newspaper, MrD.J. Cherry, an excellent photograph of this fish is here reproduced 
(pl. 2) 
(b) The Examiner of 14 October 1981 reported the finding by Mr Kerry Adamson and Mr Norm 
Chilcott, of Georgetown, of an example washed ashore, still fresh and bleeding, at Low 
Head, Tamar estuary, north coast; the length was given as 4 m (see below), the weight as 
ca.18 kg. This fish, the newspaper. photograph of which (pl.3) together with a photograph 
taken later (pl.4) showing color pattern near the dorsal border of the trunk, is preserved 
in the Queen Victoria Museum, Launceston (Reg. No. 1981/5/58; listed as presented by 
J. Hooper). 
Color pattern 
Specimen (a). The conspicuous and extensive ornamentation of the Devonport speci-
men, well shown in the plate, exhibits some unusual features. It consists chiefly of 
closely set spots; near the middle of the length these are arranged in 4-5 rows, of which 
the upper 2 are the most prominent, those of the superior row, hard against the dorsal 
profile, being rounded or subelliptical vertically, those of the next row rounded or a 
trifle elongate longitudinally. In the anterior one-third or more the markings of the 
upper row tend posteriorly to assume the form of subvertical bars, with those behind the 
head narrowing to streaks. Apart from a few indistinct and irregular smudges for a head 
length or so behind the head the flank is without markings in its lower part, the height 
of this immaculate band being close to half the total height just behind the head, the 
proportion decreasing caudad to perhaps one-third at the hindmost point included in the 
plate (as the picture appeared in the newspaper it extended to the pointed end of the 
fish, the small additional section apparently lacking ornamentation). The most notable 
differences between this pattern and that of the specimen, 13 feet 7 inches (4.1 m) in 
length, taken in the sea between Tasmania and Victoria in 1878, and figured, as R. banksii, 
by M'Coy [this figure adopted as definitive by Marshall (1964, 1966) and - with some modi-
fications, which, however do not involve the color pattern, by Whitley (1962)] are as 
follows: spots extending forward to head instead of being confined to posterior three-
fifths; spots not extending to ventral profile; absence of the narrow parallel horizontal 
lines (6 in anterior part of trunk); absence of "about 19 vertical black streaks, half an 
inch [12-13 mm] in width, of variable length [that] cross the anterior half of the body." 
From the New Zealand type of R. pacificus as illustrated (Haast 1878, pl.7) it differs 
greatly in one posi ti ve character, presence of rounded spots, and in three negative 
characters, absence of longitudinal bars, of irregular oblique dark markings, of the line 
of inverted V-shaped markings along dorsal border. It contrasts sharply with the figure 
of R. gtesne reproduced in McCulloch's New South Wales Catalogue (1921, pl.ll, fig.125a) 
and with other representations of the European oarfish depicting it as wholly covered 
with small evenly distributed round spots. No color pattern is indicated in the local 
figures of Lord and Scott (1924, unnumbered fig. on p.46), Munro (1957b, fig.45l), Scott 
et at. (1974, unnumbered fig. on p.98), the three texts, however, specifying dark wavy 
or irregular lines and spots. 
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Specimen (b). The Low Head individual exhibits one feature of much interest, the 
presenc e ,long the whole length of the dorsal border of a series of closely set vertically 
elongat e narkings each consisting either of two subparallel dark bars, or, more particu-
larly towards the hind end of the fish as preserved, of two outwardly convex arcs converg-
ing at the upper end or meeting there to form a narrow lancet arch - similar markings are 
shown in Eaast's plate of his type but are not evident in any Australian figure to come 
under not ice. This ornamentation is cl early apparent in pl. 3 and is depicted in detail in 
pI. 4. The width of the pier of the arch is commonly somewhat less than its distance from 
its fell011 and more noticeably less than the distance between adjoining arches. Shortly 
behind the head, where the total depth is 260, the height of the marking is 55, its maxi-
mum width 15; at the truncated end of the specimen, where total depth is ISO, the height 
decreases to 40, the width remaining much the same. In different parts of the body the 
arch ranges from light to dark grey, the inters paces then usually very pale grey or pearl, 
or, particularly posteriorly, from light to moderate brownish (at times with a reddish 
tinge), the lighter interspaces sometimes in part, especially superiorly, suffused with 
pale browJlish. The remainder of the pattern is intermediate between that in 10caI illus-
trations, the lower of the longitudinal stripes resembling the narrow lines in M'Coy's 
plate, the broader upper approximating the dark bands in Haast's plate, with, however, the 
uppermost including in it a sequence of dark spots, more regularly arranged than those in 
the formeT figure, approaching those of our Devonport specimen. A very slender black line, 
not evideJlt in any representation of the fish, delimits the dorsal border throughout the 
length. 
General features 
Some general features of specimen (b) may be noted. Length: the total length as 
preserved is approximately 3.55 m, the hinder portion being missing beyond a point at 
which the depth is 150 or 0.58 depth near pelvic insertion. Examination of published 
figures suggests such a proportional depth could be expected to occur at around about 
0.6-0.65 of the total length, the possible intact length of the present individual being 
5.4-5.9 m. These length values would yield depth (maximum 300) in length 18-20 (M'Coy 22, 
Munro 23-30) and head (damaged, estimated length 240) 23-25 in length (M'Coy 22, Munro 21). 
Orbit: longer than high, 42 x 35 or 5.7 (/Cl'Coy 5.0) in head. Dorsal rays behind crest: 
slender, acuminate, tolerably flexible, largest measured 78. Dorsal crest: the elongate 
anterior rays of the dorsal forming the characteristic cephalic crest would appear to 
number about 8 in specimen (a), the first 4 the stouter; however, a definitive count is 
not possible. In (b), in which only the bases of the rays remain in all except one (and 
that, a slender, highly flexible lash, imperfect at a length of 165 mm) the sequence is: 
1st (just possibly 2nd), stout, basal diameter >2 mm; 3rd fine, diameter $>1 mm; 4th-6th 
(?+), diaJl1eter =2 mm. The dorsal profile above the anterior part of the head shows a re-
markable diversity of patterns, some of which were assembled by Parker (1884, pl. 24). As 
illustrated the dorsal fin mayor may not be differentiated to form a crest, which may be 
single or may consist of two sections or sheaves; it may be highest in front, or near the 
middle, or may present two peaks: rays may be simple, spatulate, distally lobate or noded 
or some combination of these conditions. Some variants are noted below. 
(a) No dis tinct cres t. M' Coy (1887, pI .145) - a modification of M I Coy by Whitley 
(1962, unnumbered fig. on p. 64) has a falcate outline (base exceptionally long, extending 
well behind head), with possible indication on hind border of base of about a dozen rays; 
Parker (pl.24, fig.8). (b) Crest a single sheaf. Haast (1878, pl.7), 8 simple rays of 
variable height; Parker (p1.24) 1 (7th ray) simple (fig.5), 11, decreasing caudad, simple 
(fig.4), 10, all spatulate except 2nd, 4th highest (fig.4); Lord and Scott (1924, unnumber-
ed outline figure on p.46) 9 simple rays, highest anteriorly; Munro (l957b, right hand 
figure of two numbered 451), also Scott ei; aL (1974, unnumbered figure on p.98), 8 simple 
or somewhat lobate distally, decreasing caudad. (c) Crest distinguishable into two sec-
tions. The type of R. argent;e",.s Parker, 1884 would seem to belong here, the general view 
of the head (pl.24, fig.l) showing, in succession caudad,S intact simple rays decreasing 
backwards, 4 stouter rays (2 imperfect), 7th and 9th with small foliate distal appendages, 
in 7th together with an irregular membranous fringe on posterior edge of shaft (detail of 
ray in fig. 2), these 9 rays followed by bases only of 6 others; Parker (pl. 24, fig. 6) 
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5 simple, decreasing caudad, 7 (1st tallest in fin) with small lanceolate distal appendage, 
decreasing caudad; McCulloch (1921, pl.26, fig.125a), a similar arrangement; Whitley (1933, 
fig.2; separate figure of head of a New Zealand specimen) 5 simple, decreasing caudad, 9 
(1st tallest in fin) regularly noded, about a dozen nodes in tallest ray, this figure re-
produced in Handbook (Munro 1957b, left hand figure of two numbered 451) (shaft of pelvic 
also noded). The occurrence of this curious range of pattern in the cephalic section of 
the dorsal fin, to which our specimen (b) adds yet another variant, remains without 
apparent explanation. 
Pectoral: represented only by 12 stout stumps, anterior border of base in advance of 
level of opercular border by about one-third eye diameter. Pelvics: imperfect, reduced 
to somewhat compressed rigid vitreous rods (length 85, 95), basal diameter 7, inserted in 
contiguous fleshy sacs 15 in diameter, behind head by about an eye diameter. Maxillary 
plate: elongate subtriangular, length 75, 2.2 (Munro "twice") width, 33. Preoperculurn 
(only other opercular bone intact): vertical extent 55, longitudinal 110, chord 95. 
Tuberculation: the integument is everywhere tuberculate, the size and density of the 
tubercles varying irregularly somewhat at different parts of the length, but disposed in 
a more or less regular fashion at a given region (pl.4), the sequence from the dorsal pro-
file downwards being, briefly before the end of the specimen as preserved, as follows. 
In the upper two-fifths of the flank - this band including and extending somewhat below 
the paired markings - the tubercles of the upper part are small, numerous, irregularly 
disposed, >20/cm 2 , those further down tending to become arranged in vertical lines along 
and between the markings; in the half of the flank below, in which 4 or 5 low longitudinal 
ridges are developed (bearing the dark bands visible in pl.3), the tubercles tending to be 
flatter and larger on these, about l2-l5/cm 2 , than on the interpsaces. In the upper part 
of the ventral one-tenth they become very numerous, minute, 40-50/cm 2 , while below them 
are 2-3 rows of stout closely set mammilliform processes-, 14-16 in a line of 50 rnrn; the 
free downward projection of some of these results in the ventral profile being denticulate 
a condition clearly apparent in Haast's plate of the type and in some representations of 
the palaearctic species, e.g. Goode and Bean (1895, pl.117, fig.395). 
Family CARANGIDAE 
Up till 1978 four members of this family (which has at various times been, partly or 
wholly, designated Seriolidae, Juvenellidae, Nematistidae) currently regarded as valid 
species were known to occur in Tasmanian waters: Naucrates ductor (Linne, 1758), Seriola 
grandis Castelnau, 1872, Usacaranx nobilis (Macleay, 1881), Trachurus declivis (Jenyns, 
1841). The synonymy of twice as many names occurring in the local faunal lists was sorted 
out in Part XXV (1979), which also provided a key to the authentic Tasmanian assemblage:_ 
it was there incorrectly stated that Castelnau's species escaped the notice of the Check-
List (McCulloch 19-29). In that paper a fifth species was added, Trachurus novaezelandiae 
(Richardson), there reported as Trachurus mccullochi Nichols, 1920. 
Genus TRACHURUS Rafinesque, 1810 
Trachurus Rafine:sque, 1810, p.4l. Type-species, Trachurus saurus Rafinesque 
trachurus Linne. 
Trachurus novaezelandiae Richardson, 1843 
Scomber 
Saurel de la Nouvelle-Zeland Cuvier (in: Cuvier and Valenciennes), 1833, p.26; non binomen. 
Trachurus novaezelandiae Richardson, l843a, p.2l = Cuvier, 1833. Type locality: New 
Zealand. 
Trachurus novaezelandiae McCulloch, 1921, p.62: Stephenson and Robertson, 1977, p.25l, 
figs 1-3. 
?Scomber clupeoides: Richardson, l843a, p.26, and in: Trav. N.Z. (Diffenbach), l843b, 
p.2l0, ex Solander MS. Type locality: Dusky Bay, New Zealand. 
?Trachurus clupeoides: Whitley, 1968, p.57. 
Caranx trachurus japonicus Ternrninck & Schlegel, 1844, p.l09, fig.l. 
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Type locality: shores of Japan. 
TmchuI'Us declivis: McCulloch, 1915 p.12S, fig.34(2); Wakiya, 1924, .146: Griffin, 1932, 
p.124, fig. IS. Non Trachurus Jenyns, 1842. 
Trachurus : Nichols, 1920, p.479: Wakiya, 1924, p.144: Aleev, 1957, p.220, fig. 4: 
Suzuki, 1962, p.213. 
Trachuy'Us rnccullochi. Nichols, 1920. p.479; new name for TraehuY'UB deeZim:B: ~lcCulloch, 
1915; non Tl'aehuruB decliviB Jenyns, 1842. loca1 i ty: mouth of Wide Bay, 
Queensland; Investigator Strait, South Austra (Endeavour) . 
TrachUl'UH rncculloehi. Munro, 1958c, p.124, fl..g.808: ReTry and Cohen, 1974, p.194: Scott 
1979, p.121. 
TrachuY'U13 trachurul3: M' Coy, 1878, p. 25, p1.18. 
Additiona.l Tasmanian material 
111is species was added to the Tasmanian faunal list in Part XXV (1979) on the 
basis of a specimen, LI3 283, taken by Mr M. Watson in the Tamar estuary", north C03,,'t, during 
an Apex :fishjng contest, 26 February 1978 (C).V.M. Reg. No. 1978/5/63). At the 1981 contest 
29 March, two further examples were entered in the section Most Unusual Fish: Ca) Ls 262, 
Lt 293, Miss K. Walker (Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1981/5/49) (b) L.o 267, Lt -'-, Mr R. Collins (1981/ 
5/43). In April three examples taken by Mr J. Stockton in a fish trap at Penguin, north-
west coast, were submitted to the Museum for identification; these were not retained, but 
a series of routine measurements was made on one specimen, ec) Ls 287, Lt 340. The 1978 
specimen was reported as Traehurus mecullochi. Nichols, 1920. In a recent review of the 
New Zealand representatives of the genus Stephenson and Robertson (1977) regard this as 
synonymic with T. novaezeZandiae Richardson, 1843. Some of their nomenclatural conclusions 
are noted above. The acceptance of this status extends its distribution from temperate 
Australian waters to the shores of much of southeastern Asia. 
Ventral rays 
It was noted of the first recorded Tasmanian example "The ventral rays are somewhat 
unusual in increasing from 1st -~ farthest from spine, see Part XIX (1974) .- to 5th; in a 
more common pattern 4th exceeds 5th". This departure from the modal pattern proves to be 
an individual peculiarity, the longest ventral ray in specimens (a) and eb) -- no data 
available for (c) - being the customary 4th. The equations for these two examples with 
L = their serial numbers {1,2,3,4}, with logarithms of both sets of magnitudes taken are 
as below: 
Log L = 0.4604 log N + 1.8495; t 20.763**; estimated (measured) lengths, TLB, 71(70), 
97(99), 117(119), 134(131). 
Log L = 0.4631 log N + 1.8282, 67(66),93(97), 112(116), 128(124). 
Family SCOMBRIDAE 
Brief notes on the family are given in Part XXV (1979) and Part XXVII (1981). 
Genus GASTEROCHISMA Richardsoll, 1845 
Gas"terochisma Richardson, 1845, p.346. Type-species 
Lepidothynnus Gunther, 1889, p.1S. Type-species 
Gasteroch-iBma melampus Richardson. 
hu"ttonii Giinther. 
Richardson, 1845 
1-6) 
Gas"terochisma me Zampus Richardsoll, 1845, p. 346. Type locality: Port Nicholson, New 
Zealand. 
Ga.ote.rochisma me Zampu.o: Scott, 1981, p. 135 (references and synonymy). 
Additional material 
Four occurrences in Tasmanian waters of this "very Tare oceanic species" 
(McCulloch 1922: 104) have been reported, all in this journal: Derwent estuary, LB 838, 
Lt 991 (Johnston 1883 and in: Whitley 1929), Falmouth, LD 372 Lt 459 (Scott 1979), 
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Binnalong Bay, Ls 460 Lt 578 (Scott 1981), off mouth of Mersey, Ls 342 Lt 417 (Scott 
1981). A fifth example, Ls 234 Lt 292, found stranded between Greens Creek and Brooks 
Creek on 10 March 1981 by an Earthwatch expedition to the West Coast (Q.V.M. Reg. No. 
1981/5/81) is here noted. 
Proportions 
A number of body proportions of the present specimen, here marked with an asterisk, 
fall outside ranges previously reported - 1981 range shown in parentheses together with 
the specification, where available, given by the Handbook (Munro 1958a). Greatest depth 
in standard length 3.4* (3.6-3.9, 3.9-4.1). Head in standard length 3.8* (3.9-4.0, 4-4.1). 
Depth of caudal peduncle in head 6.4 (6.4-6.8). Eye in head 6.1 (7.8-8.4,5.5-7.4), in 
snout 2.3* (3.0-3.1). Pectoral in standard length 7.9* (6.0-6.6), in head 2.1* (1.5-1.6). 
Ventral in standard length 2.8* (2.9-3.6), in head 1.4 (1.3-1.4). First dorsal base in 
standard length 3.4 (3.0-3.4), second dorsal base 8.2 (8.0-11.0), anal base 14.6* (10.7-
13.0) . 
Variation with growth 
It has long been known that this species exhibits significant variation during 
growth, including a remarkable decrease in the relative size of the ventral, an increase 
in the relative length of the pectoral and an inversion in the relative heights of the 
dorsals, the anterior fin being the higher in juveniles the posterior in adults. In 
Part XXVII (1981) data relating to these features were collated for the three examples 
reported in these contributions, together with the type-specimen, Lt 203, Johnston's 
example, a New Zealand specimen, I,t 1 637, from Kaikoura (Waite 1912) and the Challenger 
fish, Lt 1 644, type specimen of Lepidothynnus huttoni Gunther, 1889. It was found the 
characters are significantly linear on Lt. Summary results, with the inclusion of the 
present example, are set out below; all dimensions in thousandths of total length. 
Lt 203 292 417 459 578 991 1 637 644 mm 
Ventral: measured 331 363 264 284 270 147 97 71 r - 0.966 (z - 2.034) 
estimated 332 316 294 286 265 190 74 69 
Pectoral: measured 110 124 127 123 133 135 149 168 r 0.921 (z 1.593) 
estimated 112 120 124 125 128 140 158 158 
Dorsal ratio: measured 2.6 2.3 2.0 1.5 1.2 0.7 0.5 r -0.901 (z - 1.477) 
estimated 2.2 2.1 1.9 1.9 1.7 0.5 0.5 
For the best straight lines for the equation feature on Lt the slopes are - 0.180, 0.0279, 
- 0.001l4, the intercepts 369, 112, 24. 
Dorsal and ventral profiles and overall outline 
Ten measurements of height above or depth below an axis from snout tip to middle of 
caudal peduncle at hypural joint, together with their sum, taken at equal intervals and 
recorded as thousandths of standard length; with parameters of the relevant equations of 
the form Y = A + EN + CN2 + DN 3 + EN4 (N = serial number of measurement caudad) and esti-
mates derived from these are set out in table 1. 
Finlets 
In the 1981 communication an investigation of the relative location, length and 
height of the dorsal and anal finlets was made with data for the Mersey individual, which 
was there first reported. In the largest individual, from Binnalong Bay, the finlets 
have suffered some distortion (probably as the result at some stage of temporary dessica-
tion), and dimensions other than the heights of the anal finlets cannot usefully be 
measured. Data for the Falmouth specimen are here reported along with those for the 
present West Coast example: they are found to be consonant with the data for the Mersey 
fish. 
(a) Location of finlets. With the anterior point of insertion of the hindmost finlet 
taken as origin and successive distances back to the anterior insertions of the earlier 
finlets measured it is found these distances are an exponential function of the reverse 
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TABLE 1 
GA5TEROCHISMA MELAMPUS Richardson, 1845 
Contour of fi n 1 ets (y) as a functi on of body contour (x). Parameters of y '" me + c for deci 1 es {l-4} and deci 1 es {6-9} of 
dorsal and anal finlet height on corresponding deciles of dorsal profi1e above, and ventral profile below. longitudinal body axis 
from snout tip to caudal peduncle at hypural joint. Three Tasmanian specimens: all dimensions as millesimals of standard length. 
L, Region Set Estimated (measured) height of finlet 
{l-4) 0.0974 -4.257 18.534** 4.31(4.27) 7.43(7.50) 10.06(9.30) 9.96(10.70) 
Dorsal (6-9) 0.0291 9.078 42.542*** 12.83(12.80) 12.25(12.26) 11.20(11.25) 10.18(10.15) 
{l-4) 0.0876 -5.172 17.213** 4.28(4.27) 6.91(6.61) 8.93(8.92) 10.06(10.21) 
234 Ventral {6-9} 0.00622 11.946 1.434 12.92(12.60) 12.85(13.02) 12.53(12.89) 12.21(12.00) 
{l-4} 0.1303 -1.043 11.476** 6.96(6.70) 10.38(10.95) 13.05(12.80) 14.01(13.95) 
Dorsal {6-9} 0.0281 11.013 23.632** 14.13(14.20) 13.89(13.80) 12.98(13.00) 12.00(12.00) 
{l-4} 0.0969 -1.821 33.206*** 6.96(7.00) 11.79(11.60) 13.34(13.50) 14.82(14.80) 
371 Ventral (6-9) 0.0253 10.819 8.092** 14.73(14.70) 14.14{l4.35) 12.97(12.65) 11. 71( 11. 85) 
{l-4l 0.0940 1.094 - (8.33) -(-I -(-I - (14.25) 
Dorsal [6-9) 0.0300 10.990 29.583** 14.95(15.00) 14.23(14.20) 13.21(13.15) 12.25(12.30) 
{l-4) 0.0401 4.326 10.194** 7.68(7.80) 9.69(9.18) 10.05(10.06) 10.33(10.70) 
341 Ventral {6-9) 0.0162 10.290 7.891* 12.43(12.30) 11.94(12.10) 11.25(11.30) 10.68(10.60) 
(i.e. cephalad) serial numbers of the finlets, N'; log L = k log N' + log b. 
(I) Dorsal. For the dorsal finlets of the present specimen k = 0.9596, log b = 1.5911, 
t 86.549***; estimated (measured) distances 39(38), 76(76), 112(114), 147(150), 183(182), 
218(214). Parameters for the Mersey example reported on earlier 0.9943, 1.0391, 
t 50.578***, for the Falmouth individual 1.2003, 1.4300, t 59.432***. It will be noted 
that while the slopes for the largest and smallest examples are tolerably comparable 
(that of the latter being 0.965 of the former), that of the intermediate specimen is much 
greater than that of either of the others (1.207 smallest). A similar situation obtains 
for the anal finlets (parameters below). 
(II) Anal. For the present specimen k = 0.9002, log b 1.5825, t 50.842***; esti-
mated (measured) distances 38(38),71(73),103(105),133(134),163(159). Mersey, 0.9660, 
1.4883, 33.538***; Falmouth, 1.2671, 1.2729,.131.197***. 
(b) Length of finlets. With increasing development of a posterior process, finally 
assuming a pennon-like form, the lengths increase caudad. In a loglog plot they are 
linear on reverse serial number, N'. 
(I) Dorsal. For the present specimen log L = - 0.2666 log N' + 1.6643; t 8.939***; 
estimated (measured) lengths 27.5(25.6), 28.6(27.8), 30.1(31.2), 31.9(34.3), 34.4(35.5), 
38.4(38.5), 46.2(43.4); parameters for earlier specimens, Mersey - 0.4722, 1.8413, 
t 48.353***; Falmouth -0.2788, 1.7736, t 26.860***. 
(II) Anal. Log L = - 0.3422 log N' + 1.7391; t 28.391***; 30.0(29.1) 31.6(32.1), 
34.1(34.2), 37.7(38.5), 43.3(42.7), 54.8(54.7). Mersey - 0.4323, 1.8148, t 31.151***; 
Falmouth - 0.3652, 1.8014, t 29.008***. 
(c) Height of finlets. The finlets initially increase regularly in height then 
regularly decrease. From a consideration of finlet height in the'Mersey specimen in Part 
XXVII (1981) there emerged the highly interesting fact that the contours of the finlet 
series and of the body are strongly correlated, dorsal body with dorsal finlets, ventral 
body with anal finlets, each with markedly different anterior and posterior segments: 
it was then observed such form-patterns may well have significant biological and hydro-
dynamic implications not at present apparent. 
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The relationships of the two outlines have now been further examined, attention 
being given also to the present specimen and the Falmouth fish (in the largest 
(Binnalong) individual some local deformation, probably occasioned by temporary dessica-
tion, precludes the making of satisfactory finlet height - and of finlet interspace -
while in the Falmouth fish the second dorsal finlet is imperfect). Data in table 2. 
TABLE 2 
GASn'ROChISMA MELA#PUS Richardson, 1845 
Dorsal and ventral profiles and overall outline of four Tasmanian examples. Ten measurements of height above or depth below an axis from 
snout tip to middle of caudal peduncle at hypural joint, together with their sum, taken at equal intervals and recorded as thousandths of 
standard length, with parameters of the relevant equations of the form Y == A + BN + CN 2 + DN 3 + EN4 (N '" serial number of measurement caudad) 
and estimates derived from these. 
Ls,1TUTI Region A Estimated (measured) height or depth, '!'La 
Dorsal 45.8 47.35 -3.942 -0.5636 0.04618 0.9927 89(88) 124(120) 141(147) 147(146) 132(133) 126(129) 102(109) 73(73) 44(38) 23(26) 
Ventral 87.2 13.56 9,303 -2.2881 0.1115680.9911 108(106) 135(138) 159(161) 173(174) 174(165) 154(156) 131(145) 93(94) 54(43) 22(26) 
234 Overall 132.9 61.09 5.224 -2.8198 0.15977 0.9923 197(194) 256(258) 300(308) 321(320) 316(298) 285(285) 233(255) 167(167) 98(81) 44(51) 
Dorsal 35.7 25.15 1.848 -0.9529 0.04936 0.9946 62(61) 87(88) 106(108) 118(116) 119(144) 111(111) 94(102) 70(70) 40(35) 13(15) 
Ventral 7".0 134.9 13.238 -3.2140 0.17026 0.9869 96(91) 130(140) 159(156) 175(172) 175(170) 156(155) 122(132) 87(85) 40(35) 19(15) 
342 Overall 92.2 612.5 5.693 -2.7343 0.14835 0.9947 157(152) 218(228) 266(265) 291(287) 291(284) 266(266) 218(234) 152(155) 85(70) 23(29) 
Dorsal 39.0 40.98 -0.618 1.0280 0.06671 0.9993 78(77) 111(117) 134(132) 144(140) 142(137) 127(132) 103(108) 74(74) 46(62) 2((27) 
Ventral 56.0 30.48 6.035 -2.3592 0.14190 0.9931 90(86) 124(136) 150(145) 160(152) 153(155) 130(132) 97(102) 60(59) 30(24) 24(27) 
372 Overall 257.5 -93.117 18.724 -1.99027 0.079865 0.9981 168(163) 247(253) 285(277) 297(292) 292(292) 270(263) 212(210) 134(133) 68(66) 57(54) 
Dorsal 50.6 46.12 -9.149 0.6891 -0.02695 0.9893 88(87) 111(114) 123(125) 126(126) 122(117) 112(111) 97(104) 76(84) 50(40) 18(22) 
Ventral 66.8 25.71 5.286 -1.8355 0.0999420.9829 96(91) 127(138) 150(149) 163(155) 161(155) 144(143) 116(135) 80(77) 44(32) 16(22) 
460 Overall 116.4 -4.591 -1.0387 0.06789 0.06789 0.9075 184(178) 237(252) 272(274) 287(281) 281(272) 254(253) 211(239) 155(162) 93(72) 30(44) 
In figures 1-3 the body and finlet profiles are shown side by side. Heights of the 
body outline above and its depth below a line joining snout tip to middle of caudal 
peduncle at hypural joint taken as 10 equal intervals are shown in table 1. To obtain 
10 comparable entries from 7 or 8 finlets the measured heights have been plotted against 
abscissae marked off in intervals proportional to distances between individual finlets, 
and ordinates measured from the graph for 10 equidistant abscissae; these values then 
being arbitrarily scaled up (by a factor of 6) to make the finlet curve of the same order 
of magnitude as the body curve. It is seen the two curves exhibit considerable resem-
blance, with the anterior portions more or less parallel, but the posterior portions 
divaricating backward. 
In figures 4-6 the ordinates of the fin let deciles are plotted against the body 
deciles. To obtain these 10 comparable entries from 7 or 8 finlets the measured heights 
were plotted against abscissae marked off at intervals proportional to distances between 
individual finlets (as in figs 1-3), and ordinates measured from the graph for 10 equi-
distant abscissae. Deciles {l-4} and {6-9} show a strong tendency to be linear; with 
deciles 5, 10 less constant in position. Of the {12-l} such lines (Falmouth dorsal) 
decile set {1-4} with only 2 variates) 1 only fails to yield a formally significant 
correlation (West Coast {6-9} with r 0.712, 2 0.891) 4 of the remainder being significant 
at levels better than 5%, 6 at better than 1%; mean values for dorsal finlets (two 
4-member sets pooled) r 0.993 (2 2.811) for anal finlets 0.939 (1.727). The relevant data 
are set out in table 2. It may be noted the correlation noted earlier for the Mersey 
specimen was that between the anterior 4 and posterior 4 of the 8 finlets with the anterior 
4 and posterior 4 of the 10 body measurements; not, as here, between the latter and the 
anterior 4 and posterior 4 of the decile finlet heights derived from the curves in 
figs 4-6. 
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FIe;. 1 - Casterochisma melampus Richardson, 
1845. a: Height of dorsal profile above 
a modiolateral anteroposterior axis, and 
height of dorsal finlets. b: Depth of 
ventral profile below same axis, and 
height of anal finlets. All dimensions 
as thousandths of standard length; pro-
files circles, finlets squares. Specimen 
standard length 234 Imn, from west coast, 
Tasmania. 
Individual variation in body form 
and le~y,h (' 
FIG. 2 - Gastero(:hisma melampus Richardson, 
1845. a: Height of dorsal profile above 
a mediolateral anteroposterior axis, anu 
height of dorsal finlets. b: Depth of 
ventral profile below same axis, and height 
of anal finlets. All dimensions as thou-
sandths of standard length; profiles 
circles, finlets squares. Specimen 
standard length 372 rum, from Falmouth, 
east coast, Tasmania. 
Measurements of height of body above and depth below an anteroposterior axis from 
snout tip to middle of caudal peduncle at 10 equal intervals have been made on our four 
specimens (including the Hersey example reperted on earlier). These dimensions, as 
thousandths of standard length, are shown in table 1, where they are fitted with 4° poly-
nomials. 
lndividual variations may be further examined by comparisons of the sums of the 
decile heights and depths of the anterior and posterior halves of the dorsal profile, the 
ventral profile and the overall outline. In all save 1 of the 27 subsets the relative 
heights and depths of the smallest exceed these of the other specimens. In the largest 
individual but one the anterior portion of the dorsal profile is lower, while the posterior 
portion is higher, than in the rest. Individual differences of the local dimensions can 
resul t in other appreciab Ie differences in general appearance. Thus for the rati a 
anterior half/posterior half of the dorsal profile the value for the Falmouth individual 
is decidedly less than values for the others while for the same ratio for the ventral 
profile is the highest. The Mersey individual is lower than the rest in the region of the 
first two deciles also in the region of the last two deciles; further, the total for the 
10 dorsal measurements is tho lowest. The caudal peduncle region exhibits noticeable 
variation, the penultimate measurement in seven instances being 1.5-2.3, i 1.8 times the 
last, but in one instance only 0.9 of it. 
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Standara 1 ~nglh and lengtil of fin 1 et seri eS both "' unity 
FIG. 3 - Gasterochisma Richardson, 
1845. a: Height of dorsal profile above 
a mediolateral anteroposterior axis, and 
height of dorsal finlets. b: Depth of 
ventral profile below same axis, and 
height of anal finlets. All dimensions 
as thousandths of standard length; pro-
files circles, finlets squares. Specimen 
standard length 342 nun, from off Mersey 
River, northwest coast, Tasmania. 
4b 
4a 
n,Gusdndths cf ]"ngrli 
FIG. 4 - Gasterochisma melampus Richardson, 
1845. a: Height of dorsal finlets, read 
off as deciles from fig. la, plotted 
against decile heights of dorsal profile 
above a mediolateral anteroposterior axis. 
b: Height of anal fin lets , read off as 
deciles from fig. lb, plotted against 
decile depths of ventral profile below 
same axis. Specimen standard length 
234 nun, from west coast, Tasmania. 
Within the range of the sample, in the dorsal profile the anterior half is markedly 
more variable than the posterior (V 18.7, 5.9), while in the ventral profile the reverse 
obtains (V 12.2, 6.3). With dorsal and ventral profiles combined the anterior portion is 
about half as variable again as the posterior (V 9.6, 6.0). 
General features 
Some general features subject to individual variation are here specified for the 
West Coast fish. D. XVII; I, 9 (last two rays finlet-like); 7 finlets. A.I, 10 (hinder 
rays increasingly finlet-like); 7 finlets. P. I, 20. C.6/24/7. L.l. ca 54, terminating 
on right side below last one-sixth of anal base, on left below first finlet. L. tr. 8 + 
ca 19. Operculum smooth; several obscure scales near upper border. Preoperculum fully 
scaled; 6 rows beneath eye. Scales on occiput ceasing above first two-fifths of eye on 
left side, about first one-tenth on right. No distinct corselet, but about 5 rows of 
scales below pectoral base larger than adjacent scales. Some 8-9 rows of scales behind 
operculum above pectoral base sloping obliquely forward and upward. No definite peduncu-
lar keel: two raised lines extending forward for nearly a head length from level of last 
finlet (possibly post-mortem). Maxilla to below middle of eye. 
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Fig 5b 
Fig Sa 
FIG. 5 - Gasteroch-isma melampus Richardson, 
1845. a: Height of dorsal finlets, read 
off as deciles from fig.2a, plotted 
against decile heights of dorsal profile 
above a mediolateral anteroposterior axis. 
b: Height of anal finlets, read off as 
deciles from fig.2b, plotted against 
decile depths of ventral profile below 
same axis. Specimen standard length 
372 mm, from Falmouth, east coast, 
Tasmania. 
Coloration 
---------_ .. _-------_ .. _- -_._------
Cb 
63 
lellgth 
FIG. 6 - Gasterochisma melampus Richardson, 
1845. a: Height of drossl finlets, read 
off as deciles from fig.3a, plotted 
against decile heights of dorsal profile 
above a mediolateral anteroposterior axis. 
b: Height of anal finlets, read of as 
deciles from fig.3b, plotted against 
decile depths of ventral profile below 
same axis. Specimen standard length 
342 mm, from off Mersey River, northwest 
coast, Tasmania. 
Trunk and tail plumbeous above mid lateral line, more or less silvery below. Head 
mainly like trunk, but naked portion mostly more or less flesh-colored, blackish on dorsum 
of snout. First dorsal translucent, colorless or faintly yellowish; second dorsal and 
anal with a very dark brownish streak covering proximal half or two-thirds of each ray, 
pale yellowish. Dorsal and anal finlets mostly yellowish, with small ante-rior proximal 
patch of melanin pigmentation breaking up distally into diffuse chromatophores. Pectoral 
pale greenish yellow, rays darker. Ventral black or blackish. 
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ly BOVTCHTHYlDAE 
Three Aus trCiLi an spccj es are commonly accommodated in this sm.;:d 1 fami 1y: 
-[1:B (Cuvicr, 1830), in most of the recent local texts as 
(Valenciennes ~ 18::>1); (b) Richardson j lE546; (c) B(YI)'I:ehhj,E 
Regan, 1913, t}-lE:; validity of 1//hich would seem to open to some doubt. 
Though (a) lvas origi-ncllJy associated hy loch (1922) l;Tith (b) and (c)} l~{ter jn the 
Check-List (1929) he placed it in mC)J1otypic, family Pseudaph-ritidae: eaT'1ier v,l'riters 
had referred these t'.·.lO to 'Trac:hini ((~llntrler 1880 Johnston J 1891) or to 
Notothenii_dae (Boulenger 1910). ]_ three species occur in 1'asmania, which provides the 
local-'! ty for one of the two specimens on which (c) \,iaS based (soL1rce of other unknown); 
,,,,,hile this State, McCulloch (1929), is tru:'": type locality of I?, Ul'7/iLTii:. 
Subsequently to the emendation (18~5) of the name of the type gonus 
Bmn:chtus Valenciennes, 1831 to familu name has assumed several variant 
form::; (at times ~- .g Lord and Scott (1924) mOTe than one in the same publication) in·· 
eluding Bovictidae, Bovichtidae, Bovicthiidae, Bovichthyidae, the last-named receiving the 
imprim;1tur of (;reenwoocl ct al. (196(J) in their provisional classification of living tele-
osts. A key to the Tasmanian members of the family appears in Part VI ( , which 
provides some meristic and morphometric data on a sample of juveniles of 
being given in Part VIII (1957); observations on 
P. are reported and discussed in Part IX (1960). 
Genus PSEUDIlPHlIITIS Castelnau, 1872 
Castelnau, 1872, p.92. 
bupsinus Cuvier, 1830. 
Type-species, bassii Castelnau, 1872 = 
Valenciennes, 1831, p.483. 
bursinus Cuvier, 1830. 
Tyep·~specics 
Preoccupied 
name for 
AphPitis uY'vilUi Valenciennes, 1831 = 
ApnY":t?:s Latreille, 1804 (Diptera). 
Pnr-icu3 Berg, 1895, p.65 (substitute Valenciennes, 1831; preoccupied as 
above) . 
Pseudaphritis bursinus (Cuvier, 1830) 
(Text··figs 7-9) 
rnC(rinus burs'inus Cuvier, 1830, P .161. Type locality: Port Jackson (Quoy & Gaimard) . 
Aphrl:ti.s UPVi.U1:i Valenciennes, 1831, p.484, p1.243. No locality (D'Urville) [= Tasmania, 
McCulloch 1929, p.337J. 
urv1:lli: Allport, prior to 1882 (MS): Johnston, 1883, p.116. 
w'viZlii: Johnston, 1891, pp.25,33 (reprint, 1891, pp.4,12). 
bUJ.~Binus: Ogilby, 1898, ]1.560: McCulloch, 1929, p.337 (in synan.). 
bUY'sinus: Scott, 1962, p.238: Whitley, 1964, p.53. 
2mBsii Castelnau, 1872, p.92 (in specific diagnosis, p.92, second binomen 
rendered ba8s~, typographical error for bassii; correctly rendered in index to paper, 
Type locality: the Straits of Bass [now Bass StraitJ. 
bassii: Macleay, 1881b, p.565: Lucas, 1890, p.26: ~kCulloch, 1929, p.337 
.; p.72 in Caste1nau cited in error for 92). 
: Ogilby, 1890, p.68. 
dumeY'iZ{ Giinther, 1874, p.91 [Based on 
dwnerdL presumably a calarm:. for Juy'vilZi, an 
Valenciennes, 1831, used elsewhere by Gunther (1861, 
1 . 
baBsLi Castelnau, 1872 -
erroneous version of UY'v'ilU.i 
Ann, Mag. nat. fdst., 3(7), 
tiB 7{rviZll>~; Macleay, 1881, p.56S: Ogilby, 1898, p,560: Hale, 1920, p.25: 
Waite, 1921, p.141, fig.221 and 1923, p.164, unnumbered fig. and 1924, p.482, pL30, 
fig.l: McCulloch, 1922, p.103, p1.47, fig.283a and 1927, p.77, p1.32, fig.283a, 
and 1929, p.337: Lord, 1927, p.lS: Lord and Scott, 1924, pp.12,78: Scott, 1960, p.92: 
Scott, Glover and Southcott, 1974, p.267, unnumbered fig.: Andrews l:n: McDowall 1980, 
.167, fig.30.I. 
WieJrJfJY'"I.t-l.S urv1: lli: Lord, 1923, p. 69. 
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Note on second binomen 
As is evident fTCm. the above table of synonymy j apart fTom may regarded as 
mill or eddies such as those atcd with Castelnau1s bassii, the general current of 
Austr'alian taxonomy (in \oJhich a paper hy the 14riter joined) has as the 
second binomcn for Ud s fish the 18.3] of Valenciennes; and this £ication 
persists in the latest text C-AndT8Vls, McD(WlaIl 1980). Ifc\'leve"r, 1'iear the end of the 
last centlJry Ogilby (] earlier (1890) giverl a redescription of Castelnau's 
2. ba.s.s'7~i (emend-Lng observed the conclusion 0, detai.led ::review of 
tile and allied ge:nerCi~ HIf the suggestion here made 
reference & Valeocicnnes', 1830 the 
i_dcntical wi_th u~viZlii, be correct, our 
t7:S FE. bUJ'S1~nUs was sa] d have been 
collected by QUoy and Gaiman! in Port JacksoH during their first voyage to the southern 
hemisphere in the Uranie; it has not since been recogni zed 0 n 
While the Check-List (McCulloch (929) obv1011s1y included an entry "?Eteglnus 
bw'sinus" (McCul] och has clearly been earlier exercised by the problem, leading him in his 
catalogue of New South Wales fishes and fish-like animals (1922) to take the step, unusual 
in that work, of express 1y noting an unres01 ved taxon), the recognition of uY'vi ll-;: 
remained the rule, and even the exceptional adoption by Scott (1962) in his catalogue of 
South Australian fishes of bUY'sinus was negated in the second edition of the work (1974; 
in collaboration with (;lover and Southcott). However, bUl"sinus has been accorded formal 
status by Whitley in his defini ti ve name-list of fishes recorded from Australia (1964). 
In the century and a hal f since the description by Cuvier of Eleg-rnus bUY's-inus from Port 
Jackson it would appear no fish referable to it other than the present fish has been 
report~ed, and clespi te some eli screpancies in the reported fin counts there seems a high 
degree of probahi lity that Valenciennes' uY'vi llii is a j un]or synonym of it: this 
view is adopted here. 
Vernacular name 
The book name Congolli, which has also some general currency in the southern main-
land States, remains a purely formal designation in Tasmania, where the two names in actual 
common use are those given in our State lists from the earliest of these onward, namely, 
Sandy, Freshwater Flathead. 
Material 
In March and AP1:il 1981 the internation orgcil1isation Earthwatch ancl the Queen 
Victoria Museum, Launceston jointly conducted three expeditions to a little known part of 
the western coast of Tasmania, with base camp at Brooks Creek 29 km south of the Arthur 
Ri ver. Among the fish mateTial coIl ected and now deposited in the Museum was the follow-
ing series of 15 specimens of buY'sinus: (a), (b), Ls 117.5,117, Smiths Gulch 
collected 23/03/81±7 days, Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1981/5/22; (c), Ls 71, BTooks CTeek, 23/03/81 
±7 days, Reg. No. 1981/5/23; (d)-ell), LB 67,66,60.5,49,44, 07/03/81 ± 7 days, Reg. No. 1981/ 
5/12; (i)-(o), [,8 179.5,169,144,154,104.5,70,56, Broots CTeek, 18/04/81 ± 7 days, Reg. No. 
1981/5/30. 
Material pTeviously in the Museum's collections that has also been examined comprises: 
(ma), (mb), [,S 185, 255, no locality, Reg. No. SlIb; (mc), (md), 1,s 140, 147, Denison 
River at Wyena, Reg. No. 1957/5/3; (me), Ls 187, CawleT River at Ulverstone, 1955/5/6; 
(mf) , [,s 265, Tamar River at Beauty Point, 1967/5/17; (mg), Ls 146, Welcome River, 
1972/5/313; (mh) , (mi), [,S 108,102 Stony Creek, West Tamar, 1976/5/62; (mj) Strahan, West 
coast, Ls 64, 1969/7/61; (mk), [,8 61, RingaToOJna River, 1976/5/165; (ml), Ls 117, mouth of 
Ringarooma River, 1974/5/40; (mm), Ls 205, Bridport, 1974/5/40; Cmn) Gawler River, Ls 115, 
1979/5/47; (mo)-(ms), Gaw1e1' River, [,s 120,114,108.5,103,103, 1978/5/29; (mt) North Esk at 
St Leonards, Ls 187,1957/5/8; (mu), North Esk at Killafaddy, Ls 127,1953/5/1; (mv) 
(mw), LB 162,lS4, St Helens, 1955/5/1; (mx), (my), [,.s 103,99.5, 5 miles (8 kill) west of 
Tomahawk, 1962/5/9. 
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Scope of inquiry 
The expeditions' material has been studied somewhat intensively, with special ref-
erence to body form, differential growth, relative lengths of head trunk tail, location 
of vertical fins, lengths of rays and spine of ventral as functions of their serial 
numbers and of general body form, coloration, while the material previously in the 
Museum's collections has yielded some additional data relating principally to meristic 
characters and proportions. 
Meristic characters 
The most recent treatment of the species (Andrews in: ~lcDowall 1980) gives the 
formulae for the vertical fins as D. VII-VIII, 19-22, A. II, 21-22: however, a total of 
25 radial elements in the anal is accepted in the local catalogues of Johnston (1883, 
1891)', and Lord and Scott (1924) and is depicted in the original figure (Cuvier 1830, 
pl.243 - reproduced in Waite (1921, fig.22l, 1923, unnumbered fig.) and in McCulloch (1922, 
pl.47, fig.283a) - and in the replacement figure of Waite (1924, pl.30, fig.l). No counts 
transgressing these limits were encountered in our material. Apart from a range of 17-18 
reported in Part IX (1960) the pectoral is regularly described and depicted as consisting 
of 18 rays (Castelnau 1872, Ogilby 1890, Waite 1924, Scott 1962, Scott et al. 1974, 
Andrews in: McDowall 1980): in the Earthwatch material we count in 30 fins (17(7), 18(16), 
19(7). V. I, 5. The caudal count is conventionally 14; however, in some cases only 12 
rays can be satisfactorily identified as main rays. A synoptic range by Andrews, taking 
account of all published accounts, sets the lateral line scales at 59-65: the Earthwatch 
sample yields 59(1), 60(3), 61(1), 62(5), 64(1), 65(2), 66(2), the last entry thus extend-
ing the limit upward. No reference appears to be made in local texts, apart from an 
observation in Part IX (1960), to the continuation of specialized scales beyond the 
hypural joint on to the caudal base, it being noted in that contribution that in the two 
fish examined there were 7, 10 tubules extending for nearly half the length of the caudal 
fin: in the present sample there are 2(2), 3(3), 4(2), 5(2),6(1), 7(3), 8(1), 10(1) post-
hypural tubules. For 1. tr., given by Castelnau as 6/14, by Ogilby as 6/15, we find 5-8 
(modally 6)/14-18 (modally 15 or 16). 
Dimensions 
A comprehensive set of 41 meas·urements of the 15 Earthwatch specimens is specified 
in Table 3, data for each dimension comprising range, mean, standard deviation, coeffici-
ent of variation, all dimensions other than standard length (which is recorded in mm) 
being given as millesimals of standard length. Measurements of individual specimens are 
recorded in Appendix No. II. 
Measurements of standard length, total length, length to vent, length of head, 
length of pectoral, length of ventral, maximum depth, depth of caudal peduncle made for 
the 25 specimens constituting the earlier material in the Queen Victoria Museum's collec-
tions are recorded in Appendix No. III. 
Proportions 
The present paragraph notes 11 body ratios as exhibited by the 15 individuals of 
the Earthwatch series, each proportion being specified by range, mean with standard error, 
standard deviation, coefficient of variation, in that order. Head in standard length 3.0-
3.8, 3.43±0.0590, 0.229, 6.7. Maximum depth in standard length 5.6-5.7, 6.46±0.13l, 
0.506,7.8 Depth of caudal peduncle in head 3.1-4.3, 3.54±0.0885, 0.342, 9.7. Length to 
vent in standard length 1.8-2.5, 2.l4±0.0476, 0.184, 8.6. Eye in head 4.3-6.7,5.3 
±0.2l6, 0.835,15.9. Eye in snout 0.9-2.0, 1.2l±0.0850, 0.329,27.1. Interorbital in 
eye 1.1-2.2, 1.67±0.0969, 0.375, 22.5. Snout in head 3.2-5.1, 4.42±0.132, 0.512,11.6. 
Pectoral, measured from anterior border of root beneath operculum, in head 0.9-1.2, 1.05 
±0.0200, 0.0774,7.3: length of median pectoral ray in head 1.2-1.6, 1.43±0.0408, 0.141, 
9.8. Length of ventral in head 1.1-1.8, 1.43± 0.0552,0.214, 15.0. Length to first 
dorsal origin in standard length 2.2-3.1, 2.74±0.0684, 0.265, 9.6. Length to second dor-
sal origin in standard length 1.8-2.1, 1.95±0.0186, 0.0719, 3.7. 
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T,'\3LE ::, 
Di"Il('nsions IS ';PE'ci,TICns, standay'd lengtn 44-179.') collected by a Eil(thwatch-MuseU~l hpedi t ion to the 
'Nest Coast of in ,'1areh 0nd 
line' of tdble, standard length, in II irnetrc,>, all other line thousandths of leflgth. 
Kdllge 
~tdndard It'ngtn, fml 44-179.5 96,0 43.44 4S.2 
Totdl length 1 134-1 390 I ZOo.? 61.80 5 1 
Length to fi Y'st dorsal origin 3?'5-~62 368.1 3g,lO 10.6 
Length to first dorscll termination 38R-529 455.7 42.23 9.3 
len'Jth to seco'lc! 4~Q-G12 6,) 
Len~th to second dorsal tel1l1ination fml-g?S 889.0 2~ .01 2.7 
Length to anal origin 430-562 496.6 36.36 7.3 
L~ngth to unal tennindtion 852-9EZ 904.7 36.02 '.0 
Lpngth to vent 394-546 470.1 39.68 8.~ 
Length to [lectoral or i 91 11 182-279 216.2 28.28 13.1 
Lenyth of pecLorCll 231-30G 278.5 24.04 8.6 
LQngLh to ventr'al onljHl 159··276 223.2 30.36 13.6 
Length of ventrClI 156-269 2rJ8.9 :13.55 16.1 
Head 261-330 292.7 19,07 6.5 
Lengt.h to prenpercular border 1113-<,29 183 3 20.11!- 11.3 
Snout 55-9S 67.0 11.33 16.9 
Eye 47-10 56.7 7.55 13.5 
Interorhlldl 28-43 33.1 S.15 15.2 
Length o{ maxilla 64-107 79.4 14.15 17.9 
Length to ongin of upper cd udi!l lobe 932-1 000 96fi.7 24.13 1 5 
I_engt.h to origin of 10\1£'r caudal 10ho 910··1 000 9S2.0 27.20 2.9 
Of:'pth 
" 
tront o r eYl~ 61-100 91.3 11.44 14.1 
Orpth 
" 
back of eye 89-148 106.3 16.3 15.4 
Deptn et operculum 127-166 1l14.il 11.R5 0.2 
Depth ,t flrsl dorsal ongill 112-17n 1 ~j 2 . 5 12.84 8.4 
Depth "t firsl dorsal terminution 13B-169 153.3 10.18 6.6 
DE'pth ,t "econd dor'sal ol'igill 1111-164 153.5 7.27 ~.7 
Depth 
" 
venL 13t.-177 15"\.9 11.42 7.4 
lJepth ,t dnu! 0)'1 ~ 1 n 1 3~ -16':) 151.9 10. ?O 6.7 
Dellth at sc'cond riorsCll termination 1l2-104 89.5 !l,[)5 9.0 
Depth ,t alld! tel'ilIilldt. i on bj-% 79.2 H.03 Il1.1 
r'1il)(iIllUr.i uepth 13~-lBO IS5.7 12.24 7.9 
Ol'pth "f CdlHJal ;Jcdurlcl(' 7'i-gl 1\3.1 (,7.56 8.l 
'L~' i d til 
" 
flrst Gore,ill ongl!l lCIb-17D 1Y.85 J4.2 
';.Ildth flrst rjDl'sal "~('lTI 1 nil ( ion Hll·lfi~ :3!:l.lJ ('O.~) 1 Ed 
',ndU at ;(·cond riorsal orig11l 9~- 15? 12/.1 jQ.84 lJ.fi 
~J 1 Cltll c,t ver,t .0 17.33 13.? 
~'.' I d t.r "t Mldl 122.0 20.3G 
f<!idt.h ilL secolld clorql 11.72 ('11.7 
de te(TlIlllilt'(1r 42.0 21).2 
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Among: the above lOS posi vc coyrelation \.vith at hette:y: than P 0,01 is exhibit,~ 
ed by eye In head (r U. 1.887), eye in snout (~ 0 929> 1. peduncle 
in head (r 0,842, z 1.229). Nega,tive corTe latioYi with at better than P 0.01 is 
ibited by maxirrruJD depth in standa-rd length "-0,799:; -·1.09'7), in head 
(r -0,709, z -0.884), length to first dorsal ori.gln iI' standard length -0 884, 
2 -]. ;)93). It J_S of intercst to note that with 1 relative maximum depth and 
relative depth at caudal peduncle to 
Some simi.l8.r 
the larger sarnpJ.e 
tions J are reeorcicci 
less extensive series of meaSllremeGts made of 
rna tf'yiD.l J ;.,'hich varia-
Size 
The range in standard length of the 15 EaTthvlatch specimens is .5 mm.J in 
total length 55.2-215.5; the ranges for the 25 original Museum examples 61··265, 77-306. 
Some assessments of the maximum size attained by this species: 14 inches [356 mm] Waite 
1921), 12 inches [505 mm] (McCulloch 1922) 250 mm (Lord and Scott 1924), 560 mm (Scott 
et al, 1974), "examples up to 300 nmi known but usual size around 150··200 mm" (Andrews 
7:n: McDowall 1980). Of his material of Eleg1:nus bUl'sinus Cuvier noted "Notre plus grand 
individu n'a que six pouees." 
Si ze classes 
Nothing appears to be known of the growth rate. A provisional classification of 
the Earthwatch sample of IS individuals would suggest the recognition of three size (age?) 
groups: (a) 8 specimens, LD 44, 49, 56, 60.5, 66, 67, 70, 71, x 60.4; (b) 3, L8 104.5, 
11 117.5, :1;113.0; (c) 4, L8 134, 144, 169, 179.5, 156.6. Support for this dissection 
is provided by the fact that in all save one (length to hind cauclal margin) of the 12 
length-to dimensions set out in table 4 as being functions of oveTall size there is found 
a consistent increase (or in last entry decrease) in for the variates (a) (b) 
(cl in that order (most other dimensions investigated low the same sequence). The 
probable homogeneity of the accepted classes is further indicated by the si zes of the 
relevant coefficients of variation: for Ca) V = 16,5, (b) 6.5, (c) 13.5; while (a) + (b) 
and (b) + (c) yield decidedly higher values, 34.6, 20.3 (calculations with (l.f. n-l). 
Differential growth along anteroposterior axis 
Wllile consistency of the sequence (a»(b»(c), or (a)«b)«c), obtains, in respect 
of length-to measurements, it is not to be expected with such small samples that the 
interclass increments should exhibit quanti tati ve regularity, and accordingly it has been 
deemed expedient in considering differential growth along the general anteroposterior axis 
of the fish to pool classes (b) and (c), giving subsample A with 8 specimens of L8 49-71 mm 
and subsamp1e B with 7 of LD 104.5-179.5. 
It is found that at 11 of 12 selected sites on the axis the mean length to the point, 
assessed as a millesimal of standard length, in B exceeds that in A, the change of sense 
occurring beyond the origins of the caudal ridges, somewhat in advance of the hypural 
joint. TIllS growth gradient exhibits two segments: for the first three entries the mean 
value of B as a percentage of that of A decreases from 118.0 (at origin of pectoral) to 
107.6 (at opercular margin); for the remaining entries, excluding the final entry for 
total length, it decreases from 115 .• (at first dorsal origin) to 100,2 (at mean of 
upper and lower caudal ridge origins). The data are set out in table 4 and the general 
nature of the gradient is shown graphically in fig 7 The decrease caud.ad :is statistical-
ly significant in both segments. 
Length of head, length to vent, standard length 
It is found that in a loglog plot these three basic dimensions are linear, wi th 
high staUstical significance, on {J,2,6} (Appendix No. V). 
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estimate; 
Feature> Suh"dmplc 
Rar,'j2 
Length origin of pecto,al 18% ·229 l:)g. ,j 204-n9 1] U.9 1.213 
on,]1n of ventr'a'i 2US.3 222 -276 243.7 l](l. 7 [1.:1 J6-H- 0.890, 
op~rcular margin ZGl-307 21)2,6 2flS-330 :\U4.1 'IOJ .6 llll.i O. ilJl 
first dorsal 01"191 n 325- 364 343.7 341j-~ G2 396,0 115.2 1111.3 O,flQ4 H " 1.]11 
fi rst dOlSal b~nllination 388-~::; 7 ~24. 3 459-529 iflJl.G 115.9 11? .3 O. LOSl 
vent 394-500 446.9 453-546 496.6 111.1 111.4 0.597* O.S8B 
anal ori gi n 455-523 476.8 47'01-562 519.3 108,9 110.4 O. 523~ o .stll 
second dorsal oriqi n 490-543 522.0 526-612 559.0 107.1 lOY,O O.S17HH 1.149 
~econd dorsal termi nati on 838-941 830.9 863-925 920.4 10.': .5 103.4 0,539* 0.602 
anal tenninCltion ll,S2-916 881.3 880-982 931.6 10:1,7 In]. ~ [). 570~ O.G48 
caudal ri dge ori gi ns, Inean 915·-1 000 955.9 91U-985 D57.8 100.2 102.7 0.090 0.091 
hind cauda-[ Inrir!] 1 n 1 D4-1 243 1 213.0 243 1 192..4- 98.8 --0.263 -O.:!Rl 
Location of dorsal fins relative to caudal base 
In a loglog plot the length-to set {length to origin, to termination of first 
dorsal, to origin, to termination of second dorsal, to origi~ of caudal (Ls)} is signifi-
cantly linear on the integer set {3,4,S,9,10} (Appendix No. VI). 
Location of anal fin relative to caudal base 
In a loglog plot the length to origin of anal, to terminatj on of :lJ1al, to caudal 
origin (Ls) is significantly linear on the integers {3,8,10} (Appendix No. VII). 
of s tawJa'r'll 
FIG. 7 - bUl's1:nus (Cuvier, 1830). Relative growth as indicated by lengths 
to selected points in a sample from the West Coast, Tasmania. 1oo"cr line subsample A, 
S specimens, mean standard length 60.1\ mm; upper line subsample B, 7 specimens, mean 
standard length 137.9 mm. Points of measurement: length to 1 pectoral origin, 2 ven-
tral origin, 3 opercular margin, 4 first dorsal origin,S first dorsal termination, 
6 vent, 7 anal origin, 8 second dorsaJ origin, 9 second dorsal termination, 10 anal 
termination, 11 caudal ridges origins (mean), 12 hind caudal margin. 
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Ventrsl fin 
TIIID interesting length patterns are exhibited by the radial clements of this fin, 
one invol'dng their lengths and their serial numbers, the other bej ng a relatJon between 
their 1 ength and the depth of the fish at speci fied po in ts along the general anteroposter-
ior axis: these two patterns are discussed helow, Following the convention adopted in 
Part I (1974) the ray furthest from the spine (most postaxial) is counted as the first; 
while the spine is here conveniently taken as being homologous with the soft rays and thus 
treate,-l (is the sixth radial element overed 1. 
Lcngth--nutllber patteTfl in ventral 
The radial elements exhibit a characteristic length-number pattern in two sets, 
the lengtits of {l, 2, 3} being linear, in a loglog plot, on theiT serial numbers and 
{6,5,4,3} being linear, in a loglog plot, on {l,2,3,4}, respectively: it will be 
the set s intersect, with ray 3 the cornmon member. The parameters of the equation L 
rectified as log L = k log N + log b, together with its statistical significance and the 
estimated and messllred length, recorded as millesimals of standard length, for each of 
four individuals are set out in table 5. Calculations for some further specimens have 
been found to give similar results. (The present pattern is an unusual one; in that 
commonl y encountered the lengths of rays 1, 2, 3, 4 are' linear, in a loglog plot, on 
their serial numbers 1, 2, 3,,4; no special length-number relation for the spine and ray 5 
being apparent). While im most instances the corresponding ray clements of the right and 
left fins are subequal in length, it is of interest to note that when such is not the case, 
as in specimen (1) (in which the first ray of the right is 11% longer than that of the 
left), nevertheless both fins are specifiable by the one equation, though lIIi th markedly 
different parameters (slope of right 1.9 that of left). 
(Cuvie)', 
Length··llt..:rlber relations of ventral N '" a natural number; equation Y'ectified in 
tvw sets, L 0- I ray 1, 2 N ", \1. 2, {spi ne, rays 5, 4, 3) N 2, 3, 4J. Lengths in millesimals of standard length, 
Specirr:en Standard Fin Ray elements Slope Intercept Es timated (measured) length, 
lf2ngth, mm 
1,2,3 0.2311 2.1944 :13.319 156(157) IS4(183) 202(202) 
T{i ght 5,5,4,3 0.4272 2.0445 21.247 111 (l12) 1"(149) J 76{J 75) 200(202) 
1,2,3 0.2565 2.1812 19.977 152(152) IS1(180) 201 (201) 
(n) Left 5,5,4, :J 0.4278 2.0442 22.950 111( 112) 149(146) 177(178) 200(?02) 
1,2,3 0.2421 2.1449 16.fl95 14D(139) 167(167) 182(181) 
Ri gilt 5,5,4,3 0.433] 1.1J964 93.4013 99(99) 134(133) J60(160) HHIISI) 
1,2,3 0.2643 2.1435 31. 114 139(139) 167(168) 186{J 85} 
(m) 140 I.eft 5,5,4,3 0.43/2 2.0074 23.750 102(101) 1381W) 154(163) 186(l85) 
1,2,3 0.6776 2. lH73 29.850 154( 154) 16J I 162) 165{J66) 
Ri ght S ,5,4,3 0.4229 1.9657 9.499 92(91) P411Jl) 147(143) 166(166) 
1,2,3 0.3615 2.0837 9.067 m(l39) 161(160) l761 J 78) 
II) J69 Left 5,5,4,3 0.5229 J 9392 23.571 86(Gf,) 12'i( 128) 154( 154) 1791 liS) 
1,2,3 0.2408 2.·j 139 9.056 130(129) 154( 156) 169( 168) 
Ri 9ht 5,5,4,3 0.0723 1 )"l723 23.885 75( 76) 11.2 ( 111) J4a( 137) 16G( 168) 
1,2,3 o .201U 2.1108 6.364 129( 128) 148115\) 16I( 159) 
(ma) 185 Left S,5,4,3 0.5040 1.3893 23.84f. 78( 78) llO(J08) Il5(133) 156(159) 
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Ray of ven tTal and bGdy depth 
the lengths of the six ray elements Clrc plotred ~lgajnst six equidistant 
measurements of the hei.ght ~,)f the dorsal profile above the anteroposterior axis of the 
fish from snout t-j,p to rrri,ddle of caudal peduncle at level of hypural (these heights being 
obtainr:::d eithcl' by JiI'8Ct measurement or in the case of the large individual from the 
Museum's old collection, ema) ~ by calculation from the equation for the profile recorded 
in Appendix No. VIII) ~ it becomes evident one straight li.ne results from join-t.ng the three 
points 2) 1,6 and another from joining the four points ) 4, 5) 6. Since the slopes of 
the lin es for the ttVO do not diffeT' gre·atly divergence marked in en) -- it is 
not illappropriate to calcu,Late a SiJlg1c eqllat_Lon the pooled set {1-6}, and this has 
been done (table 6). measurements for divergence of the ventral pyo:filf~ frofn the 
median anteroposterior axis of the fish are substitlJted absciss[tl va]ues fo:r those for 
the divergence of tho dorsal profile, a similar pattern is apparent for the same sets 
{2, I, 6) and {3, 4, 5, 6}. However, while in two individuals, (1) and (rna), the slopes 
for the se sets resemble those with the dorsal measurements as abscissae in being of tol er-
ably similar magnitude, in the two other individuals exhibit marked disparity (1.00, 
2.07; 0.98, 1.51): accordingly data for the pooled set 1-6J have not been recorded in 
the case of the ventral series. 
T ABU~ 6 
( Cuvier, lBJO) 
Lengths of the 6 ray elements of the [lelvic (1 " most postaxial ray, 6 = spine) on 6 equi di stant measurements of hei gh t 0 I dorsal profi 1e above and 
depth of vcntrill profile belm·J an an1..eroposter·ior axis from tip of snout to midd-Ie of caudal pedullcle at level of hypural jOint: L eo + (', where r " ray 
element length, b' = height or depth of body as specified. All dimensions as mi'llesimals standard length. 
Specimen Standard Body Pay L - Body c1evth, D Ray element length, estimated (measured) 
1 ength profl'le elements 
2,1,6 4.07 -62.90 8.339 184( 182) 150(155) 114(112) 
3, ~ , S,6 5.44 -126.89 11.867** 198(202) 178(177) IS3( 148) I09( 112) 
Dorsal 1-6 4.80 -,,96.32 12.895** 52.260.459.756.057.543.3 154(155) 194(182) 190(;'02) ) 73(177) 151.(148) 111(111) 
2,1,6 1.00 67.8J 17.190* 180(182) 116(154) 111(112) 
(n) 134 Ventral 3,4,5,6 2.07 19.99 17.830** 88.8119.9 86.6 76.l 63.443.3 199(202) 17B( 177) IS1( 148) llO(112) 
2,1,6 1. 99 27.37 12.691* 168( 168) J38( 139) 101(1O0} 
3,4,5,6 2.FI 24.99 22.453** 18S( 183) 157( 162) 131(137) 106( 100) 
Dor-sa 1 1-6 2.04 30.27 H.50fl'-"* 55.6 70.874.360.448.6 36.8 144(139) 175(168) 1H2( 183) 153( 162) 129( 137) 103( 100) 
2,1,6 0.98 62.54 9.563 165( 168) 143(139) 99(100) 
(m) 144 Ventra 1 3,4,5,6 1.51 47.17 14.478*-1·, 81.9 10~.2 90.3 n.1 56.3 36.8 183(103) 163( 162) 1 J2(J 37) lOJ( 100) 
2,1,6 4.20 -35.34 8.661 lSB( 161) 150(147) 88(89) 
3,4,5,6 4.12 76.33 230.327*H 16S( 168) 146( 146) 119(119) 95(95 ) 
Dorsa 1 1-6 4.13 -76.33 31.861*** 56.258.059.253.947.341.4 l56( 147) 153( 161) 168(172) l~fJ( 149) 119(13(]) 95(89) 
2,],0 1.09 43.21 271.268** 161(161) 147( 147) BS( 89) 
(1) 169 Ventral 3,4,5,6 1.09 H.4 20. GOO** 911.710/.7118.394.776.941.4 173( 172) 148(149) 128(130) 90(39) 
2,1,6 2.72 -8.25 10.903 156( 154) 114( 129) 76('14} 
3,4,5,6 2.55 -9.23 7.305* 155( 165) J 41( 135) 117(110) 70(74) 
Dorsal l-6 2. S8 -·7.36 6.051 48.860.564.558,949.739.6 119( 129) 149( 154) 159(165) 145( 135) 121( 110) 72(74) 
2,1,6 0.92 44.35 34.241* 157(154 ) 12l( 129) 78(74 ) 
(rnct) 185 Ventral 3,1/,5,6 0.99 40.55 lO. j 04*~' 86.3122.3122.599.566.034.6 162( 165) 140(135) lO6( 110) 75(7~ ) 
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11ii2 parameters of the equatj on [; r (L _"': ray } emcn t lengtr]) B 7_ height or 
depth oi body as specified above) :fOT the :llatGrial discus~se.d 111 tile cect"ding 
are exhjbi ted in table 6 ~ together hCl ght and depth meas-uromen t s) €'3timated 
measure!.:l lengths of ray elemcnts (aj 1 dimcns-ions as mi 11esimal of standard lengtt)] and 
an indication of st;]tistj~cal signifj So far th(:; 'drj tC-jT is elWCil'£' <1 lation of 
this type subsistent bettvecn the fornl of the ventral i_in Cas ified by the lengths of 
its ray elements) aDd the hody fOl~m of the fish ha'; not i01 lS1y heen reported 
(certai-:nly nor for the p-rc::;cnt UnpubLished t,iotl on otheT spf'c-ics 
suggests profiles of other fins and_ bod)' profiles be specif1al)le E:3Ch in t.erms of the 
other. In Part XXVII (1981)) j ShOVITl tha-;: in t:1C tn.2,.) 
melampus Richardson) 184S tbt~ bpights of dOTsal and anal finJets Qre cOTrelilted with 
correspcnding hej ghts and depths of the dOl'~Jal ana ventr(=iJ. body cuntou:rs; a formulation 
confirmed for that specie"; in the present contribut i~on 0 
Dorsal 2nd ventral profiles 
'Ten mec)511Tenlents at eqnal intervals along an anteropostcTior axis from the most 
advanced point of the snout to the middle of the caudal peduncle at the level of the 
hypural joint have been made of height, H, of fish above aIlLl depth, lJ, below this line 
for two large specimens in the original Museum collection, (ma) Ds 185 (mb) Ls 2550 In 
both fi5h the dorsal increases to a maximum at the fifth decile, the first five deciles 
accounting for 0.41, 0053 of the totaL In the ventral profile the maximum occurs at the 
fourth decile in the smaller fish but noticeably earlier, at the second, in the larger, 
the first five deciles representing slightly greater proportions of the total than in the 
dorsal profile, 0.59, 0.58. For the smaller specimen the sequence of magnitude of the 
deciles of height is 5 > 4 ~ 6 > 3 > 7 > 8 > 2 > 9 > 1 > 10: the same pattern occurs in 
the larger example save that here 6 < 3. For the depth deciles 4 > 3 ~ 5 > 6 > 2 > 7 > 
8 > I ~ 9 > 10 and 2 > 3 > 4 > 5 > (, > J > 7 > 8 > 9 > 10. 
Polynomials specifying the dorsal and ventr:Cil profiles as thus defined have been 
calculated (Appendix No. VII 1) . 
Width 
Widths at ten equal intervals have been measured for (ma) and (mb). Polynomial 
equations are recorded in Appendix No. IX. 
The sequence of decreasing magnitude of the deciles is in each case 3, 4, 2, 5, 6, 1, 
7, 8, 9, 10, the largest being 103, 1.6 the first, 4.2, 4.5 the last, with the anterior 
fi ve contributing lL 65, 0064 of the total. Widths of the Earthwatch sample (together with 
depths) have been measured not at equal intervals but at a series of morphological land-
marks: means and ranges are recorded in table 4 (for individual measurements see Appendix 
No. III). 
Width as a function of depth 
A precise and interesting relation subsists between width and depth 0 With ten 
widths measured at equal intervals along standard length plotted against ten depths simi-
larly measured, the two large wello-preserved Museum specimens (ma) and (mb) yield the 
graphs shown in fig08J, each presenting an upwardly convex curve for the carly deciles 
and an upwardly concave CUI've for the later deciles. Each of the two segmeIlts of each 
graph represents a logari.thmic arc such that log W = mD -I- c> this linear relation 
(equations, Appendix No 0 X) being presented in fi go 8b 0 Jt may be noted that in (ma) 
the t~-3 arc on extrapolation becomes continuous with the 4-10 aTC, yielding a sublenticular 
graph wi th a notable resemblance in overall form to a ot of fin borders on body proh Ie 
encountered in an unpuhlished study of a scombrid (B • • ) 1'hunrnw Castelnau, 18720 
Thus the sampling of the situation with the grid employed (uni t, one-tenth of standard 
length) is such that in the case of one specimen (mal the point of change of the graph 
(from upwardly concave to upwardly convex) falls on the relevant length-decile (7th) , 
while in (mb) it is missed by the gTid measurement, merely occurTing in its vicinityo 
FIG. 8 - bW"BinUB (Cuvier, 
1830). a: Sublenticular curve of width 
of body at 10 equidistant points on 
depth of body at 10 equidistant points: 
circle, specimen (ma) , standard length 
185 mm; square, specimen (mb), standard 
length 255 mm. b: Linear graphs of 
logarithms of these arcs on depth of 
body: circle, (ma); square, (mb). 
of "tolldard length 
no 
FIG. 9 - bUY'BinUB (Cuvier, 
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1830). a: Curve of width of body at cer-
tain morphological landmarks on depth of 
body at same points. b: Linear graph for 
logarithmic values of points 7, 6, 5 on 
depth of body at same points. Landmarks: 
length to 1 first dorsal origin, 2 first 
dorsal terminatioIl, 3 second dorsal 
origin, 4 vent,S anal origin, 6 second 
dorsal termination, 7 anal termination. 
(Earthwatch material.) 
Decile measurements of depth and width \vere not made for the Earthw[,tch sample, but 
these dimensions were recorded at seven significant points along the general anteroposter-
ior axis, namely, in sequence caudad, first dorsal. origin, first dorsal termination, 
second dorsal origin, vent, anal origin, second dorsal termination, anal termination. 
The result of plotting mean IVidth against for the IS individuals is shOWTl in 
fig. 9. The first four variates, located close together on 0.4-0.5 of the 
standard length yield merely a cluster of points: on the other hand the three variates, 
anal origin, second clorsal termination, anal termination, which cover 0.5-0.9 of the 
standarcl length are capable of being joined to give an upwardly concave arc similar to 
that noted above a joining the posterior decile measurements for the large specimens 
(ma) (mb). Like that arc it satisfies the relation log FI = mD -I (Appendix No. X). 
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Form a.s depicted iTl figures 
Published figures raise several questions: none is \'~'holly satisfactory. 'Ihose con-
sidered here are the original figure (Valenciennes 1831, ,2~3) of W'ViZZ1>i based 
on the material of that (synonymic) species, a substitute figu1'c Waite (1924, p1.30, 
fig,l) a Tasmanian example 215 mm in length, a dral'Jil1g tn Andrews : McDowall 1980): in 
the subjoined comments these are designated V:> W} A" re::;pectively" 
(a) Postdorsal mcmb~cane. In V there is depictcd behind the last spine of the dorsal 
a small unpigmented apparently delicate suht1'iangular membrane connecting it to the clOTSUTIl j 
its horizontal subcqual to its vertical extent (in (::;o.r1y V,,Jaite 
(1921, 1923) McCulloch (1922) this figure has fared so poo1'1; thell this 
feature is baroly visiblo, and was indeed earlier (l9()O] wri tel' in these 
sources), In Part IX (1960: 93) it was reported that in two • £8 75, 80,5, from 
George Bay, east coast, the first dOTsal (but no other- vertical was broadly connected 
behind to the body by a membrane constituting 4,0 mm (subequal to eye) of a total base of 
12.1. In an extensive series, collected ove1' several months, from the North [sk, near 
Launceston, in which river, after an absence of two or three decades, this species sudden-
ly appeared in abundance in 1957-58, a postdorsal membrane was regularly present. Such a 
membran8 could readily be damaged or destroyed during collection and preservation, Examin-
ation of the Earthwatch material shows in several a small (? residual) area of membrane, 
in the majority d white fleshy strip adherent to the dorsum in the interdorsal region 
(probably interpretable as the remains of a mernb1'ane), in several no additional structure 
of any kind. No such membrane is represented in ei thor IV or A, the elo1'sal ending sheerly 
at its last spine. 
eb) Eye. In V the eye just fails to reach the dorsal profile, in W it is set some-
what lower, in A it projects markedly above the interorbital. Castelnau (1872, p.92) 
stated of his (synonymic) Po bassii. "eye placed obliquely in the superior part of the 
head"; of the 1960 Tasmanian material it was not eel "in strict lateral view, eye cuts 
profile"; Andrews observed, eyes "almost on top", "on top" of head. In the Earthwatch 
material the position in order of frequency is upper rim of orbit slightly above, just 
touching, moderately above, slightly below profile (no specimen as markedly projecting as 
in A) . 
ec) Lateral line. On the evidence afforded by the present material (and the 1960 
specimens as described) the position of the lateral line is not satisfactorily depicted 
in any of the three illustrations, all of which place it, at least in some part of its 
course, too far below the dorsal profile. At first dorsal origin, second dorsal termina-
tion, origin of upper caudal ridge, origin of middle caudal rays its distance from the 
ventral profile is modally about 3-3.25 (exceptionally 2.8), 3 (exceptionally 2,66), 2, 
1.2 (to 1.5) times its distance from the dorsal profile: approximate values for V are <3, 
1.5, L2, ~1, for IV 2,25, 3, <2, ~1, for A 2,66, 1.25., 1.2, <;1. Only IV gives any indica-
tion of characteristic short downturn shortly behind level of end of soft dorsal; the 
short predorsal rise is recognizable only in A. 
(d) Upper jaw. In V the shaft of the maxilla is evident right to the dorsum of the 
snout, further than it is normally in view, in W the premaxi 11a is not carried suffi cient-
ly far back; in A the hind end of the jaw lacks the characteristic broad expansion and no 
clear distinction between maxilla and premaxilla is apparent. (e) Opercular angle. The 
upper border varies from slightly to moderately concave; in A about linear. The lower 
border presents a small but distinct notch; shown ill V hut not in W or A, (f) Pectoral. 
In sorne individuals the upper border is evenly convex as in lV, in others it presents two 
subequal almost straight segments with a well rounded j unction as in V; junction too acute 
in A, (g) Ventral. The evenly convex distal border is shown slightly concave in 
the sharply poi nted form of the fin is not apparent in A. (h) Anal, The origin is 
correctly depicted in \11 as being in advance of second dorsal hy one or two rays, is some-
what too anterior in V at middle of interclorsal, is much too advanced in A under first 
dorsal termination. The termination of the fin lies behind that of the second dorsal by 
about 4 rays, as in V and IV; in A too far forward, level I'lith dorsal termination (in text 
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"originates beneath The original. specification 
of the caudal of ; no speci fication was provided 
for fJeginu3 In a good descriptJoE Victorian examp] e (as bas3L 
hass?: an unjustifiable emendation for ba;~-;s'ii-)" which Temains perhaps the best published 
account of the present species, Ogilby (1890: (,9) gives "crescentic". Andrei,S has 
"slightly rounded", though his figure shoHs the fin as emarginate. The modal degree of cono, 
vexi t.y approximates "Chat indicated in ~,iaite IS figul'e; tendil1Q: to be less than that in 
Valenciennes 1. Ho\,;cver j an occasional indi vidual exhibits a distinct ly concave bOTdcr, 
this ~)eing particu ta.r ly noticeable in Museum m~~te!'ia 1. from the Ga\'Jler RiveT. 
Colora tion 
The treatment of coloration in the original description of uY'v?:l is 
brief; fuller accounts appear in the original description of Castelnau's Pl3curlaphrLtLn 
bas8oi~i (which gives an indication of colors in life) and in a redescription of t.hat species 
by OQilby (1890: 67). In offerin~ a new fi2ure Waite (19241 called attention to some de-
ficiences in Valenciennes' plate, notable the omission of two dark stripes, with cross bars, 
along the tlank, the absence ot dark marklngs OR tlw upper pan: or Llle [J"'lcUliH ,mu L"'-
presence of more than three rows of spots in the caudal. He noted also a feature not pre-
viously reported, "spots" [= dashes] on the outside of the ventral. No attempt to indicate 
color pattern on the body is made in Andrew's figure. Descriptions by Castelnau, Ogilby 
and (apparently) by Waite each refer to a single individual. Some addi ti onal observations, 
based on the 15 EarthHatch examples, are here made. 
The degree of development of the two lateral stripes that are such a characteristic 
feature of this species (the upper at times tending to blend with the general dark region 
above the lateral ljne) shows considerable variation, ranging from virtually a complete 
line to a variably definite series of disconnected units, subcircular, subelliptical (as in 
\\I), rectangular or linear. The light-colored interspaces betHeen the bars connecting the 
stripes are commonly more sharply demarcated than as figured, and may take the form of 
black or blackish bordered rectangl es or squares; modally 11-12, 2 wholly beloH pectoraL 
In young individuals the flank below the inferior stripe, yellowish immaculate in adult, 
tends to be whiter and less extensive vertically, and to shoH some, even heavy, stippling. 
The half dozen indistinct broad dark bars betHeen the lateral line and the dorsal profile 
shown in Ware in some of our examples much darker and more conspicuous, the hindmost being 
identifiable as the black spot or blotch regularly located at the caudal base. Quite small 
specimens (L3 '" 60 mm) possess 6 conspicuous evenly-spaced black saddles, not previously 
reported, their ante.roposterior extensions subequal to their interspaces, the color extend-
ing to a variable degree on to the upper lateral surface, where in most cases it alternates 
with the dark lateral bars: in adults these tend to become indistinguishable in the general 
darkening of the whole dorsum. 
Head marbled blackish and yellow (sides purple, in front of eyes red, Castelnau). 
The tHO black bars running obliquely down and back from the eyes, first noted by Ogilby 
and shown in IV as dis'continuous are usually traceable, and may become continuous and 
sharply defined, though, on the other hand, the upper one may become merged Hith a general 
postorbital darkness; a third oblique bar in advance of the eye, just indicated in W, is 
usually present. Interorbital commonly blackish, upper surface of snout light-dark grey. 
Lips either mainly dark, greyish or ivory behind, or mainly greyish, blackish behind; at 
times with some dark spotting or mottling. Ventral surface of snout with variable dark 
markings laterally; almost invariably some pigmentation along the isthmus, in young as 
punctuations only, in some larger examples as a sharply demarcated black stripe, its 
width about one-,fo11rth its length, the latter twice eye. Branchiostegal membrane hyaline; 
rays off-white, exceptionally with some sparse pigmentation. 
Each dorsal spine with 2-4, modally 3, spaced blackish lines (not spots as in V): 
All accounts speak of, and all i llustra tions show, first dorsal membrane as hyaline: in 
our material it regularly exhibits some pigmentation, the most constant feature being a 
pennon-like series of melanophores in each inter-radial panel, usually in its distal half, 
sloping down and forward, the broad end superior. Each ray of the soft dorsal presents 
two moi ties extending throughout its length, becoming noticeably apart distally; each ramus 
bears 3-4 spaced patches or, more commonly, lines of dark pigmentation - well shown in IV, 
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not e\lident in V OT A. The membrane., consistently described figur'e0 as i:mmaculate is 
indeed chiefly so; hOh1cver, in most individuals tbere some areas o:f pigmentation sim-
ilar -in form and location to those.>. in the first dorsal bllt in general decidedly less 
developed hith fewer mclanophoyes, Anal pTcserveu h'hite (pink, Castelnau); as described 
and figu.red, c.haractcristical immaculate_; J'3.rcly \<lith some dark lines on the rays similar 
to, but less pronounced than, those on thE.; dOTsal spines. !'l.lmost invariably n.t least a 
blackish smudge, in mo,':~t mens ::l conspicuous spot either side of the base of each 
anal ray. Pectoral much as in hT , but the dark lines on the rays more pronounc.ed~ increas--
ing in length outv\rard) forming about 7 conspicuous ; commonly, In ,,~,~ not tlevcloped 
on several inferior rays making the fin distjnctly bicolor; exceptionally all rays may be 
pigmented, though in the 10\,,181" ones only disrally; a dark pat~:h 01' patches at base of fin: 
no markings in V, in A no distinction between upper and INJer rays" Markings on the vent-
ral first noted and figu:ced hy 'wVaite; these may be as shown or may form recognisable arcs 
of dark lines or smudges; regularly absent or poorly-developed in young. Waite criticized 
V as showing caudal with too few arcs of spots (3) and himse 1 f indicated about 7; 
Castelnau "ye 1 101'1 , with four or five transverse crimson bands", Ogilby, somewhat inexplic-
ably, "purple l'Ii th two transverse white bars on the posterior hal E". In the preserved 
West Coast material the white or pale grey rays each wi th 4-7 dark grey or blackish spots 
or lines, tending (a feature not evident in illustrations) to increase distally in longi-
tudinal extent. 
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